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• The 130 GeV line(s) case

• Discussing the background gamma-
ray contributions

Outline

• Limits to DM annihilation in the galactic main halo 
from galactic diffuse diffuse analysis 

• Discussing constraints on the associated  continuum 
spectrum to the 130 GeV line signal

• Probing the entire sky/connection to cosmological 
simulations

• Conclusions
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evidence for CDM 

• galactic rotation curves

• velocity dispersion of galaxies in clusters

• CMB data and SN Ia data

• distribution of galaxies

• strong lensing measurements of background 
objects (usually galaxies) 

• bullet cluster

• success of BBN (DM is non-baryonic)

• growth of structure (cold DM)

Most of the universe is beyond the standard 
model

DM is 

collisionless, not 

part of the 

standard model
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Evidence for dark matter...

NGC 2403 rotation curve and model

Scales of dark matter

• DM tested in wide variety of arenas

Scales of dark matter

• DM tested in wide variety of arenas

Scales of dark matter

• DM tested in wide variety of arenas

Most of the universe is beyond the standard 
model

DM is 
collisionless, not 
part of the 
standard model
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Gamma-ray Backgrounds

Fermi SKY

Known sources for the observed gamma-rays are:
i)Galactic Diffuse: decay of pi0s (and other mesons) from pp (NN) 
collisions (CR nuclei inelastic collisions with ISM gas), bremsstrahlung 
radiation off CR e, Inverse Compton scattering (ICS): up-scattering of 
CMB and IR, optical photons from CR e
ii)from point sources (galactic or extra galactic) (1873 detected in the 
first 2 years)
iii)Extragalactic Isotropic 
iv)”extended sources”
iv)misidentified CRs (isotropic dew to diffusion of CRs in the Galaxy)
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Looking for DM annihilation signals

• Hardening of a spectrum without a clear cut-off 
localized in a certain region (Fermi haze->Fermi 
bubbles)

• Hardening of a spectrum with a clear cut-off: ~10 
GeV DM claims towards the Galactic Center (GC) inner 
few degrees

• Line or lines 

• One of the most likely targets is the GC (though 
backgrounds also peak), others are the known 
substructure (dSphs) or Galaxy clusters  

dΦγ

dE
=

� � �σv�
4π

dNγ

dE DM

ρ2DM (l,Ω)

2m2
χ

dldΩ

For a DM annihilation signal
We want to observe:
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Figure 1: Various gamma-ray spectra expected from DM annihilation, all normalized to N(x > 0.1) =
1. Spectra from secondary particles (gray band) are hardly distinguishable. Pronounced peaks near the
kinematical endpoint can have di!erent origins, but detectors with very good energy resolutions "E/E may
be needed to discriminate amongst them in the (typical) situation of limited statistics. See text for more
details about these spectra.

2.1. Lines
The direct annihilation of DM pairs into !X – where X = !, Z,H or some new neu-

tral state – leads to monochromatic gamma rays with E! = m"
!

1 ! m2X/4m
2
"

"

, providing
a striking signature which is essentially impossible to mimic by astrophysical contri-
butions [51]. Unfortunately, these processes are loop-suppressed with O(#2em) and thus
usually subdominant, i.e. not actually visible against the continuous (both astrophysical
and DM induced) background when taking into account realistic detector resolutions;
however, examples of particularly strong line signals exist [32, 33, 52–56]. A space-
based detector with resolution "E/E = 0.1 (0.01) could, e.g., start to discriminate be-
tween !! and !Z lines for DM masses of roughly m" ! 150GeV (m" ! 400GeV) if at
least one of the lines has a statistical significance of" 5$ [57]. This would, in principle,
open the fascinating possibility of doing ‘DM spectroscopy’ (see also Section 5).

2.2. Internal bremsstrahlung (IB)
Whenever DM annihilates into charged particles, additional final state photons ap-

pear at O(#em) that generically dominate the spectrum at high energies. One may dis-
tinguish between final state radiation (FSR) and virtual internal bremsstrahlung (VIB)
in a gauge-invariant way [58], where the latter can very loosely be associated to pho-
tons radiated from charged virtual particles. FSR is dominated by collinear photons,
thus most pronounced for light final state particles, mf " m", and produces a model-
independent spectrum with a sharp cut-o! at E! = m" [59, 60]; a typical example for a

5
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Figure 1. Left panel: The black lines show the target regions that are used in the present analysis in
case of the SOURCE event class (the ULTRACLEAN regions are very similar). From top to bottom,
they are respectively optimized for the cored isothermal, the NFW (with ! = 1), the Einasto and the
contracted (with ! = 1.15, 1.3) DM profiles. The colors indicate the signal-to-background ratio with
arbitrary but common normalization; in Reg2 to Reg5 they are respectively downscaled by factors
(1.6, 3.0, 4.3, 18.8) for better visibility.
Right panel: From top to bottom, the panels show the 20–300 GeV gamma-ray (+ residual CR)
spectra as observed in Reg1 to Reg5 with statistical error bars. The SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN
events are shown in black and magenta, respectively. Dotted lines show power-laws with the indicated
slopes; dashed lines show the EGBG + residual CRs. The vertical gray line indicates E = 129.0 GeV.
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3.2   (4.6  ) detection of a gamma-
ray line at                    GeV             

σσ
129.8± 2.4+7

−13

Using 43 months of Fermi data 
looking for a line at 20-300 GeV.
Signal/excess is ~ 50 photons 

• Take as background the 
observed gamma-ray map 
between 1-20 GeV and 
extrapolate its morphology on 
the sky to higher energies

• Assume a specific profile for 
the DM distribution in the 
galaxy

• Choose optimal search region 
(signal/noise)
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• For the region chosen as optimal and with the background 
assumed from the lower energies search for a spectral line 
feature centered at a specified energy: 

We define the optimal target region as the set of pixels To for which the integrated SNR

RTo =

!

i!To µi
"

!

i!To ci
, (2.5)

is maximized. To find To, we use the approximate but e!cient algorithm from Ref. [49].
The resulting target regions, optimized for our five reference DM profiles, are shown in the
left panels of Fig. 1 by the black lines. The colors indicate the signal-to-background ratio
µi/ci, with an arbitrary but common normalization. In case of a cored isothermal profile
(Reg1), the target region is largest and reaches up to latitudes of |b| ! 84". The smallest
region (Reg5) corresponds to a compressed profile with inner slope ! = 1.3, and contains
the central 2" " 2" degree of the GC only. In most cases, the regions are more extended
south from the GC. This is a consequence of a slight north/south asymmetry in the observed
di"use gamma-ray flux (see e.g. Ref. [64]). Note that the regions are only optimal as long
as signal contributions are small. In the presence of a potential signal these regions can be
further optimized, which we leave for future work.

We extract from the LAT data the gamma-ray flux measured in each of the five target
regions. The corresponding energy spectra between 20 and 300 GeV are shown in the right
panels of Fig. 1 for both, SOURCE (black) and ULTRACLEAN (magenta) event classes. The
residual CR contamination of the SOURCE event selection is best visible in Reg1 as a sizeable
di"erence between the SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN fluxes. This is further illustrated by the
dashed lines, which show the expected flux of residual CRs plus the extragalactic gamma-ray
background (EGBG) for comparison [65]. Remarkably, in Reg3 and Reg4 a pronounced bump
at energies around 130 GeV (indicated by the vertical dotted line) can be easily recognized
by eye; this spectral feature will turn out to be the best candidate for a gamma-ray line in
the Fermi LAT data between 20 and 300 GeV.

2.4 Spectral analysis

In order to search for gamma-ray lines in Reg1 to Reg5, we perform a shape analysis of
the energy spectra shown in Fig. 1 (though with much smaller energy bins). For a given
gamma-ray line energy E! , this analysis is done in a small energy window that contains E! .
The exact positions of the energy windows adopted during the main analysis are shown in
Fig. 2. Since the energy windows follow the gamma-ray line energy, this method is known as
“sliding energy window” technique [35, 43, 44, 48, 49].

We can conveniently parametrize the boundaries of the energy window as

E0 = E!/
#
" and E1 = min(E!

#
", 300 GeV) . (2.6)

The sizes of the adopted energy windows vary between " ! 1.6 at low energies, which is a
few times wider than the LAT energy resolution, and " ! 3.0 at high energies, in order to
compensate for the lower number of events. The choice of the energy window size is somewhat
arbitrary, but depends in principle on the uncertainties in the background curvature, the
e"ective area and on the available statistics. We will discuss below how a change of the
window size a"ects the results.

Within the adopted energy windows, we fit the spectra from Fig. 1 with a simple three-
parameter model,

dJ

dE
= S #(E $ E!) + $

#

E

E!

$#!

. (2.7)
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Figure 2. Energy windows that we use for our spectral line search. In red we indicate the window
that enters the fit at E! = 129.0 GeV.

Background fluxes are here approximated by a single power law with a free spectral index !
and normalization ", whereas the monochromatic DM signal has a free normalization S ! 0
while its position E! remains fixed during the fit. Note that, after fixing the experimental
conditions and the profile of the Galactic DM halo, the annihilation cross-section "#v#""!!!

is related to S by a straightforward rescaling.
The best-fit model parameters (Sbf,"bf, !bf) are obtained by maximizing the likelihood

function L(S,", !) $ !iP (si|$i), where P (s|$) $ $se"#/s! is the Poisson probability distri-
bution function; here, si ($i) denotes the number of measured (expected) events in energy
bin i. In general, $i is a function of the model parameters and calculated by multiplying
the above three-parameter model with the exposure of the target region, and convolving the
resulting function with the e"ective energy dispersion of the LAT. The details of this calcu-
lation are discussed below in section 2.5. In our analysis we use energy bins that are much
smaller than the energy resolution of the LAT, such that the analysis becomes independent
of the actual binning and hence e"ectively “unbinned”.4

The significance of a line signal for a given value of E! is derived from the test statistic

TS $ %2 ln
Lnull

Lbest
, (2.8)

where Lbest = L(Sbf,"bf, !bf) is the likelihood of a fit with DM contribution, and Lnull is
the likelihood of a fit without DM signal (with S = 0 fixed during the fit). In absence of a
line-like signature in the data, the TS is expected to follow a 0.5%2

k=0+0.5%2
k=1 distribution.

5

Limits on, as well as statistical errors of, the annihilation cross-section "#v#""!!! are de-
rived using the profile likelihood method [66]. For instance, a one-sided 95% CL (two-sided
68.2% CL) limit is obtained by increasing/decreasing S from Sbf and profiling over " and !
until %2 ln(L/Lbest) equals 2.71 (1.0).

In the spectral analysis we scan over a large number of line energies E! and over di"erent
target regions to find the maximal TS value. This reduces the statistical significance of any
observed excess due to the well-known look-elsewhere e"ect. We attribute 6.8 trials over a

4We use 300 logarithmic bins per energy decade.
5This is a consequence of S ! 0. The probability distribution function of !2

k=0 is "(TS).

– 6 –

129.8 GeV line.
Most evident for the cases of more concen-
trated DM profiles
(contracted NFW) or Einasto Profiles.

Figure 4. Upper sub-panels: the measured events with statistical errors are plotted in black. The
horizontal bars show the best-fit models with (red) and without DM (green), the blue dotted line
indicates the corresponding line flux component alone. In the lower sub-panel we show residuals
after subtracting the model with line contribution. Note that we rebinned the data to fewer bins
after performing the fits in order to produce the plots and calculate the p-value and the reduced
!2
r
! !2/dof. The counts are listed in Tabs. 1, 2 and 3.

– 10 –

Figure 3. TS value as function of the line energy E! , obtained by analysing the energy spectra from
the di!erent target regions in Fig. 1. Left and right panels show the results for the SOURCE and
ULTRACLEAN event classes, respectively. The inset shows a zoom into the relevant region. The
horizontal gray dotted lines show respectively from bottom to top the 1! to 3! levels after correcting
for trials (without trial correction the significance is given by

!
TS!). In the right panel, the gray

crosses show the TS values that we obtain when instead adopting the target region and energy windows
from Refs. [45, 46] with 43 months of data.

at E! " 130 GeV. The largest TS value is obtained in case of the SOURCE events in Reg4
and reads TS = 21.4 (corresponding to 4.6! before trial correction). Taking into account
the look-elsewhere e!ect as discussed above, the trial corrected statistical significance for the
presence of a line signal in the LAT data is 3.2!.

The fits that yield the highest significance for a line contribution are shown in Fig. 4
for the regions Reg2, Reg3 and Reg4, and for SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN events. In
the upper sub-panels, we plot the LAT data with statistical error bars, as well as the total
predicted counts from the best-fit models with (red bars) and without a gamma-ray line
contribution (green bars). The blue dotted line shows the line flux component alone (before
averaging over the energy bins). Note that, in order to improve the readability of the plots
and to calculate the indicated p-values and the reduced "2

red, we rebinned the data to five
times fewer bins than actually used in the spectral fits.8 The lower sub-panel shows the count
residuals after subtracting the model with line. In most of the regions, the spectral signature
that is responsible for the large TS values can be easily recognized by eye. The number of
signal events ranges between 46 and 88, the statistical significance between 2.8! and 4.6!;
the p-values and residual plots confirm that the fits to the data are reasonable and do not
exhibit systematic discrepancies at low or high energies.

If we interpret the observed signature as being due to DM annihilation into a photon
pair via "" # ##, we can constrain the DM mass m" (which then just equals the line energy,
m" = E!) and the partial annihilation cross-section $!v%""!!! . The corresponding values for
processes like "" # #Z, #h follow from a straightforward rescaling [44]. The inset of Fig. 3
shows a zoom into the most interesting region of the TS plot.9 From there, one can read o!
the DM mass that best fits the data together with its error bars. From the region with the
largest TS value, Reg4 SOURCE class, we obtain m" = 129.8 ± 2.4+7

"13 GeV. The indicated

8In Fig. 4, we omitted incomplete bins at the right end of the energy window. When calculating !2
red, we

use the c-statistic
!

i 2(µi ! ci) + 2ci log(ci/µi).
9To generate the inset, we did not use sliding energy windows but kept the position of the energy window

fixed at the position that corresponds to the E! with the largest TS.
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χχ → γγ

2.27± 0.57× 10−27cm3/s

1.27± 0.32× 10−27cm3/s

Cross-section for the line:
If taken as:

For Einasto DM profile:

For NFW DM profile:

Follow-up work from other groups:

1205.4700, A. Boyarsky, D. Malyshev, O. Ruchayskiy: many spectral features 
(possibly astrophysical;) 

1205.1045, E. Tempel, A. Hector, M. Raidal: signal is concentrated in the GC, 
many regions for the line close to the disk

Table 1. Identified signal regions in the Galaxy, number of photons in the two energy intervals and
the statistical significance of excess in those regions. The radii of regions are all 3◦ (except for Weniger
Reg3).

Region l (deg) b (deg) Nγ (20–300) GeV Nγ (120–140 GeV) significance

Weniger Reg3 – – 3298 65 3.6σ
Central −1 −0.7 818 27 4.5σ
West −10 0 726 21 3.2σ
East 17 −3 481 14 2.7σ
North −7 16.5 109 4 1.6σ
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Figure 3. Best fits to high-energy gamma-ray data for the Central (left panel) and West (right panel)
signal regions presented in table 1, together with 95% CL error band as functions of photon energy.
Background fitted from data is also shown (black solid line), the power-law spectrum with power 2.6
is plotted for comparison (dotted line). The blue dashed lines show 95% CL limits for statistical
fluctuations of the background.

processes. If, however, the origin of the 130 GeV peak is DM annihilations, figure 2 shows
the distribution of the most dense DM sub-haloes in the central region of our Galaxy. Notice
that the dark centre of the Galaxy does not exactly coincide with the galactic coordinate
origin.

The fits to high-energy gamma-ray data originating from the Central and West signal
regions are plotted in the left and right panels of figure 3, respectively, using the same notation
as in figure 1. The Central region exhibits an excess with statistical significance of 4.5σ. This
is much higher statistical significance than can be expected from just assuming that the peak
is due to statistical fluctuation of the background. Also the fit to West region shows a clear
peak at 130 GeV with statistical significance of 3.2σ. We have also fitted the signal from
other bright regions in figure 2 that all show an excess peaked at the same photon energy,
Eγ = 130 GeV. Those are listed in table 1.

Based on the model independent results presented in figures 1–3 and in table 1, we
conclude that, whatever is the physics origin of the excess, its significance is high, it has a
clear peak shape, and it comes from several regions around the Galactic centre.
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Figure 3. Comparison of the spectrum from the CENTRAL region (red line) with the spectra from the regions
REG 1 (panel (a)), REG 2 (panel (b)), REG 3 (panel (c)). The definitions of the regions are shown in Fig. 2.
The width of the lines are ±1! around the measured value. The best fit power law for the central region is
shown in black dashed line, the best fit power law of other regions are shown in yellow dashed-dotted line.
The thickness of the spectra is determined as ±1! around the central value.

of the total field of view) we see that the significance of the feature at 130 GeV drops (green vs.
blue data points in the right panel in Fig. 4). Therefore, we conclude that the feature at 130 GeV
is related to the region close to the Galactic center, without inclusion of this region the feature
becomes insignificant (a similar conclusion was reached in [2]).

3 Discussion and conclusions

Our analysis reveals a number of regions in the vicinity of the ones considered in [2] with positive
or negative excess spectral features at various positions in the energy range 60–160 GeV. This
means that the formal high statistical significance of the feature at 130 GeV, discussed in [1] and
[2] and defined there against a power law background, may be an artifact of the chosen regions
(a “look elsewhere effect”). The systematic error of the power law background model defined by
statistically significant deviations from the power law model that we observe in various nearby
regions is comparable with the above mentioned spectral feature. Thus it can not be identified

– 5 –
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FIG. 1. The line dataset binned in 1.5◦ × 1.5◦ spatial bins, plotted in galactic coordinates using

a Hammer-Aitoff projection. Photons with energy from 4.8 to 264 GeV are included. The white

areas away from the Galactic plane correspond to the locations of 1FGL point sources and have

been masked here. The area in white along the Galactic plane is excluded from this ROI.

A. Photon Selection

In this section, we describe the selection criteria for photons included in our dataset. The

dataset is comprised of Pass 6 DATACLEAN [8, 16] photons from the energy range 4.8 to

264 GeV and the ROI |b| > 10◦ plus a 20◦ × 20◦ square centered at the GC. We exclude

the bulk of the Galactic plane, where the diffuse emission from interactions of cosmic rays

with interstellar gas and the interstellar radiation field is strong, but include the GC where

cuspy profiles should enhance the WIMP annihilation signal. Photons are removed that are

near point sources (see below), that arrive when the rocking angle of the LAT is larger than

52◦, or have zenith angles greater than 105◦. The selection cuts remove charged particles,

atmospheric gamma rays from the Earth’s limb (called “albedo photons” in this paper), and

known astrophysical sources. Our final sample consists of ∼ 105, 000 photons, with ∼ 10%

coming from the 20◦ × 20◦ square centered at the GC. Fig. 1 shows the counts map for our

ROI. Fig. 2 shows the counts spectrum for P6 V3 DIFFUSE class photons (red triangles),

the P6V3 photon class used in the 11-month line analysis (green squares), and for Pass 6

DATACLEAN class photons (black circles) from 4.8 to 264 GeV, in 5% energy bins. The

Pass 6 DATACLEAN class has the smallest particle contamination and the same energy and

direction reconstruction quality as the P6 V3 DIFFUSE class.

In our ROI, there are 1087 sources in the LAT 11 month catalog (1FGL) [17]. We remove

7

Connection to Fermi Collaboration Line searches:

FIG. 2. Counts spectrum from 4.8 to 264 GeV in 5% bins for photons in the Pass 6 DIFFUSE

class (red triangles), the P6 V3 11-month line analysis photon class (green square), and the Pass

6 DATACLEAN class (black circles) for the ROI |b| > 10◦ plus a 20◦ × 20◦ square centered at the

GC. The dataclean class has the tightest cuts. Additional cuts on the inclination, zenith, LAT

rocking angles, and point sources from the LAT 1-year catalog are included.

photons that are within an energy-dependent cut radius of each source. Based on Monte

Carlo (MC) simulations we developed the following approximation for the energy dependence

of the 68% containment angle averaged over off-axis angles from 0◦ to 66◦ [1]:

�θ68(E)� =
�

[(0.8◦)× (EGeV )−0.8]2 + [0.07◦]2 . (2)

However, the flight PSF for photons above 5 GeV may be larger than the P6 V3 PSF derived

from MC simulations. Above ∼ 30 GeV, the MC PSF width may be underestimated by a

factor of about 2 [12], but most sources in any case have a negligible flux at high energy.

We use the conservative cut radius max(0.2◦, 2 × �θ68(E)�), which equals 0.2◦ at about 20

GeV. We keep the six sources within the 1◦× 1◦ square centered on the GC. Over the entire

energy range, a total of 10% of the photons are removed, and < 1% of the solid angle.

8
Figure 1. Left panel: The black lines show the target regions that are used in the present analysis in
case of the SOURCE event class (the ULTRACLEAN regions are very similar). From top to bottom,
they are respectively optimized for the cored isothermal, the NFW (with ! = 1), the Einasto and the
contracted (with ! = 1.15, 1.3) DM profiles. The colors indicate the signal-to-background ratio with
arbitrary but common normalization; in Reg2 to Reg5 they are respectively downscaled by factors
(1.6, 3.0, 4.3, 18.8) for better visibility.
Right panel: From top to bottom, the panels show the 20–300 GeV gamma-ray (+ residual CR)
spectra as observed in Reg1 to Reg5 with statistical error bars. The SOURCE and ULTRACLEAN
events are shown in black and magenta, respectively. Dotted lines show power-laws with the indicated
slopes; dashed lines show the EGBG + residual CRs. The vertical gray line indicates E = 129.0 GeV.
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FIG. 14. 95% CL flux upper limit (integrated over the entire ROI) for photons from spectral lines.

The bin-to-bin correlations are due to the overlap of the energy ranges, which is shown in Fig. 9.

There is a systematic uncertainty on these upper limits of 23% for E ≤ 130 GeV and 30% for

E > 130 GeV (see text).

V. DARK MATTER IMPLICATIONS

In this section, we discuss the implications for indirect dark matter searches of the absence

of significant gamma-ray spectral lines as well as of the measurement of the inclusive photon

spectrum.

The differential photon flux from WIMP annihilation is

dΦγ

dEγ
=

1

8π

�σv�
m2

χ

dNγ

dEγ
r⊙ρ

2
⊙ J, (13)

with:

J =

�
db

�
d�

�
ds

r⊙
cos b

�
ρ(r)

ρ⊙

�2

, (14)

where the integral is over the ROI, �σv� is the annihilation cross section, mχ is the WIMP

mass, dNγ/dEγ is the photon energy spectrum, r⊙ � 8.5 kpc is the distance from the Sun to

the GC [27], ρ(r) is the WIMP halo profile, ρ⊙ � 0.4 GeV cm−3 is the WIMP halo density

at the Sun [28], r = (s2+ r2⊙− 2sr⊙ cos � cos b)1/2 is the Galactocentric distance, where (�, b)

are the Galactic longitude and latitude, respectively, and s is the line of sight distance. For

decays, the flux is given by substituting in Eq. (13), �σv�ρ2⊙/2m2
χ → ρ⊙/τmχ, where τ is

25

FIG. 15. Top row: Dark matter annihilation 95% CL cross section upper limits into γγ (left) and

Zγ (right) for the NFW, Einasto, and isothermal profiles for the region |b| > 10◦ plus a 20◦ × 20◦

square at the GC. γZ limits below Eγ < 30 GeV are not shown; see text for explanation. Bottom

row: Dark matter decay 95% CL lifetime lower limits into γν for the NFW profile and same ROI.

Systematic effects from the photon line flux upper limits are not included.

equations with J values from Table III. The limits are given by

�σv�Xγ,j = 5.99× 10−28 1

Nγ

�
ΦUL,j

10−9 cm−2s−1

�� mχ

10 GeV

�2 1

Jann(∆Ω)
cm−3s−1 , and (20)

τXγ,j = 8.35× 1028Nγ

�
10−9 cm−2s−1

ΦUL,j

��
10 GeV

mχ

�
1

Jdecay(∆Ω)
s . (21)

Table IV and Fig. 15 give the spectral line flux upper limits, cross-section upper limits, and

lifetime lower limits for various spectral line energies.

The γγ annihilation cross section �σv�γγ upper limits are shown in Fig. 15. The upper

limits to �σv�γγ using the NFW profile range from ∼ 3×10−29 to 5×10−27 cm3s−1 in the line

(WIMP mass) energy range 7–200 GeV, while those for �σv�Zγ range from ∼ 10−27 to 10−26

28
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Observing 2 lines at 111 and 129 GeV 
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FIG. 3: Top, local statistical significance of the signal ver-
sus WIMP mass and total yield due to !! and !Z lines in
the Reg4 region of interest defined in Ref. [6]. Bottom, the
contribution from !! at each point in the plane.

consistent with the operator being generated at one loop,
with M playing the role of the mass(es) of the particles
in the loop. Obviously, this implementation is subject to
unknown numerical factors such as the number of species
contributing inside the loop, as well as factors associated
with their spins, etc. The idea is to get a very rough
sense for the mass scale M of the loop particles, given
the target cross section of the Fermi feature.
Our simple estimate indicates that provided there is

no velocity-suppression,

M ! "
!! 150 GeV. (10)

This is an interesting result. If the dark sector is strongly
coupled (!! ! 1), the loop particles should have masses
in the range of 150 GeV, safely above the LEP bound
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FIG. 4: Top, local statistical significance of the signal versus
WIMP mass and ratio of yields in the !! and !Z lines in
the Reg3 region of interest defined in Ref. [6]. Bottom, the
contribution from !! at each point in the plane.

of about 100 GeV, but low enough that the LHC has an
opportunity to observe them through electroweak pro-
duction. For weaker !!, the mass must be lower to com-
pensate, rapidly coming into conflict with the LEP bound
for !! ! 0.5.

For a velocity-suppressed operator, the target mass is
of the order M ! "

!! 5 GeV, far enough below the
LEP bound that not even a strongly coupled dark sector
would be able to reconcile the two. However, it is worth
mentioning a few provisos to this statement. For exam-
ple, one way in which the EFT could spectacularly break
down would be when there is an additional dark sec-
tor state which appears in the s-channel for annihilation.
Very large enhancements are possible in this case, de-
pending how close to on-shell the resonance is for WIMP

Rajaraman,Tait,Whiteson, 
1205.4723
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FIG. 1: Sample spectrum predicted by dark matter annihila-
tion into a single !Z line (top panel) or two lines produced
by !! and !Z (bottom panel). Data from Ref. [6] is overlaid.

In Figures 4 and 5 the scans are performed as a func-
tion of WIMP mass and the ratio of !Z to !! yields
for Reg3 and Reg4. Note that while the region of max-
imum significance is near m! = 130 GeV, it prefers
N"Z/N"" > 0. Also shown in each figure is the value
of N"" corresponding to the best fit for each point in
(m!, N"Z/N"").

The two regions show consistent features. The maxi-
mum significance is consistent with either a pure !Z or
pure !! scenario; the interpretation of the E" = 130 GeV
line in the !! scenario also allows for !Z contributions
at lower E" . In fact, the best fits have a non-zero frac-
tion of !Z (less than one), but this preference is not very
significant. Clearly more data would be very helpful in
terms of sharpening this analysis in order to draw more
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FIG. 2: Top, local statistical significance of the signal ver-
sus WIMP mass and total yield due to !! and !Z lines in
the Reg3 region of interest defined in Ref. [6]. Bottom, the
contribution from !! at each point in the plane.

firm conclusions from it.

From Ref. [6], the best fit value of the cross section
(assuming a !! interpretation) is about 10!27 cm3/s
! 10!4 TeV!2 for dark matter distributed according to
an NFW profile. From here one could compare with de-
tailed calculations based on the operators in the e!ective
field theory catalogue to determine a consistent param-
eter space, but we leave such detailed comparisons for
future work, and instead interpret such a target cross
section schematically.

Focusing as an example on any one of the dimension-6
operators for scalar WIMPs, we normalize the operator
as ""!/M2, where " " e2/(4#) is the electromagnetic
coupling and "! " g2/(4#) represent (unknown) cou-
plings in the dark sector. This choice of normalization is
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Fig. 1.— All-sky Fermi-LAT 3.7 year sky maps in 4 energy bins ranging from 100 to 180 GeV. We use CLEAN event class and point sources
have been subtracted based on the Second Fermi-LAT catalog (2FGL). Large sources, including the inner disk (!2! < b < 2!,!180! <
! < 180!), have been masked. The maps have been smoothed for display with a Gaussian kernel of FWHM = 2!.
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Fig. 2.— Same as Figure 1, but with SOURCE class events. This event class contains substantially more background.

If there is a spectral break in the Fermi bubble spec-
trum at high energy, the superposition of such a spec-
trum with other soft-spectrum di!use components might
mimic a bump feature on top of a continuum power
law (Profumo & Linden 2012).
In this work, we use 3.7 years data of LAT to study

the di!use gamma-ray emission toward the inner Galaxy
at 80 < E! < 200 GeV. In Section 2 we describe our
LAT data selection and map making. In Section 3, we
show that the gamma-ray maps reveal a novel gamma-
ray cusp toward the Galactic center. We characterize the

morphology of the gamma-ray cusp and employ regres-
sion template fitting to determine its energy spectrum
in Section 4. In Section 5 we study the detailed spatial
profile of the cusp structure by fitting various templates.
Section 6 contains analysis of the spectral line profile,
and searches for instrumental e!ects in photon samples
from the Galactic plane and the Earth’s limb. We de-
rive the energy spectrum of the cusp assuming various
dark matter density profiles in Section 7. We propose a
modified survey strategy in Section 8 that would allow
Fermi-LAT to confirm this gamma-ray line signal in !1

Events 
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Fig. 8.— Spatial templates used in the Poisson likelihood analysis. Upper left: Galactic disk template, upper right: Fermi bubble
template, lower left: gamma-ray cuspy template as a Gaussian distribution with FWHM = 4!, lower right: outer ring template as a
Gaussian distribution with FWHM = 10!, but masking out the central region where the gamma-ray cuspy template is. In Figure 9 and
Figure 11, we split the Fermi bubble template into two components one with |b| > 30! and the other with |b| < 30!.

GeV maps from the 120 ! 140 GeV map, or only sub-
tracting 140 ! 160 GeV and 160 ! 180 GeV maps, and
we obtained similar residual structure toward the Galac-
tic center. We also repeat this exercise using SOURCE

and ULTRACLEAN event classes and the residual maps are
shown in Figure 5. The GC excess is similar in each
case, and the rest of the gamma-ray sky is consistent
with Poisson noise. This excess at " 120 ! 140 GeV
strongly suggests a novel di!use gamma-ray component
toward the Galactic center with unusual spectrum. Fur-
thermore, this energy range coincides with the recently
suggested tentative signature of gamma-ray excess at 130
GeV (Bringmann et al. 2012; Weniger 2012), which is un-
der active debate in the literature (Boyarsky et al. 2012;
Tempel et al. 2012; Profumo & Linden 2012). Assuming
the distance to the Galactic center is R! = 8.5 kpc, the
size of the gamma-ray cusp is ! 1 kpc.
We show in Figure 6 the di!erence map between the

average map of 80! 100 GeV and 160! 180 GeV maps
and the average map of 100 ! 120 GeV and 140 ! 160
GeV maps. The di!erence map is consistent with Pois-
son noise and no di!use gamma-ray excess toward the
inner Galaxy is visible. In order to test whether the ex-
cess is due to residual cosmic ray contamination, we sub-
tract ULTRACLEAN sky maps from SOURCE sky maps. This
residual map should be mostly dominated by cosmic rays
since a large fraction of the real gamma-ray photons have
been removed. Indeed, Figure 7 demonstrates that there
is no excess toward the inner Galaxy in this map, thus
we can rule out the possibility that the central excess is
due to cosmic ray contamination in the LAT data.
Toward the inner Galaxy, the Fermi bubbles extend

" 50" above and below the Galactic center, with a width
of " 40" in longitude. The gamma-ray emission associ-
ated with these bubbles has a significantly harder spec-
trum (dN/dE " E#2) than the inverse Compton emis-
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Fig. 8.— Spatial templates used in the Poisson likelihood analysis. Upper left: Galactic disk template, upper right: Fermi bubble
template, lower left: gamma-ray cuspy template as a Gaussian distribution with FWHM = 4!, lower right: outer ring template as a
Gaussian distribution with FWHM = 10!, but masking out the central region where the gamma-ray cuspy template is. In Figure 9 and
Figure 11, we split the Fermi bubble template into two components one with |b| > 30! and the other with |b| < 30!.

GeV maps from the 120 ! 140 GeV map, or only sub-
tracting 140 ! 160 GeV and 160 ! 180 GeV maps, and
we obtained similar residual structure toward the Galac-
tic center. We also repeat this exercise using SOURCE

and ULTRACLEAN event classes and the residual maps are
shown in Figure 5. The GC excess is similar in each
case, and the rest of the gamma-ray sky is consistent
with Poisson noise. This excess at " 120 ! 140 GeV
strongly suggests a novel di!use gamma-ray component
toward the Galactic center with unusual spectrum. Fur-
thermore, this energy range coincides with the recently
suggested tentative signature of gamma-ray excess at 130
GeV (Bringmann et al. 2012; Weniger 2012), which is un-
der active debate in the literature (Boyarsky et al. 2012;
Tempel et al. 2012; Profumo & Linden 2012). Assuming
the distance to the Galactic center is R! = 8.5 kpc, the
size of the gamma-ray cusp is ! 1 kpc.
We show in Figure 6 the di!erence map between the

average map of 80! 100 GeV and 160! 180 GeV maps
and the average map of 100 ! 120 GeV and 140 ! 160
GeV maps. The di!erence map is consistent with Pois-
son noise and no di!use gamma-ray excess toward the
inner Galaxy is visible. In order to test whether the ex-
cess is due to residual cosmic ray contamination, we sub-
tract ULTRACLEAN sky maps from SOURCE sky maps. This
residual map should be mostly dominated by cosmic rays
since a large fraction of the real gamma-ray photons have
been removed. Indeed, Figure 7 demonstrates that there
is no excess toward the inner Galaxy in this map, thus
we can rule out the possibility that the central excess is
due to cosmic ray contamination in the LAT data.
Toward the inner Galaxy, the Fermi bubbles extend

" 50" above and below the Galactic center, with a width
of " 40" in longitude. The gamma-ray emission associ-
ated with these bubbles has a significantly harder spec-
trum (dN/dE " E#2) than the inverse Compton emis-
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Fig. 12.— Same as Figure 10 but using SOURCE events instead of CLEAN. The level of the uniform background is more than a factor of 2
higher than that shown in Figure 10. However, the resulting energy spectrum of the gamma-ray cusp (red dashed line) is quite similar to
that shown in figures 10 and 11.
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Fig. 13.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but overplot the
best fit one gamma-ray line profile convolved with the instrument
response, and compared with the best fit two-line profile.

outer ring template is a FWHM=10! Gaussian with an
8! radius hole in the center. Even with this freedom,
there is no significant change in the cusp spectrum (Fig-
ure 14). There was no significant improvement of the
likelihood for this model, and the spectrum of the outer
ring is consistent with zero. Our conclusion is that the
gamma-ray cusp is a distinct component, and is centrally
concentrated.

4.2. Trials factor
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Fig. 14.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but including extra
outer ring template.

We use a trials factor of 300 for the single-line fits cen-
tered on the Galactic center, and 6000 for fits that are o!
center. This choice is based on the fact that the LAT en-
ergy resolution is ! 10% over most of the energy range,
and a line anywhere from 1 to 300 GeV would have been
just as impressive, yielding 60 energy bins. Furthermore,
a broader line (or two lines near each other) has an addi-
tional trials factor. We allow an extra factor of 5, giving
us 300.
For fits that recenter the cusp in !, we would have

considered any center with !| < 5! interesting, and the
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Fig. 12.— Same as Figure 10 but using SOURCE events instead of CLEAN. The level of the uniform background is more than a factor of 2
higher than that shown in Figure 10. However, the resulting energy spectrum of the gamma-ray cusp (red dashed line) is quite similar to
that shown in figures 10 and 11.
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Fig. 13.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but overplot the
best fit one gamma-ray line profile convolved with the instrument
response, and compared with the best fit two-line profile.

outer ring template is a FWHM=10! Gaussian with an
8! radius hole in the center. Even with this freedom,
there is no significant change in the cusp spectrum (Fig-
ure 14). There was no significant improvement of the
likelihood for this model, and the spectrum of the outer
ring is consistent with zero. Our conclusion is that the
gamma-ray cusp is a distinct component, and is centrally
concentrated.

4.2. Trials factor
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Fig. 14.— Same as right panel of Figure 10 but including extra
outer ring template.

We use a trials factor of 300 for the single-line fits cen-
tered on the Galactic center, and 6000 for fits that are o!
center. This choice is based on the fact that the LAT en-
ergy resolution is ! 10% over most of the energy range,
and a line anywhere from 1 to 300 GeV would have been
just as impressive, yielding 60 energy bins. Furthermore,
a broader line (or two lines near each other) has an addi-
tional trials factor. We allow an extra factor of 5, giving
us 300.
For fits that recenter the cusp in !, we would have

considered any center with !| < 5! interesting, and the
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Fig. 15.— Profiles for both ! and b. Even though the high-incidence-angle photons (" > 40!; right) panels have half the exposure (9.7%
vs. 19% for the left panels), they have more than half of the photons, and nearly the same TS due to lower o!-line background leaking in.
This demonstrates the statistical power of the high-incidence photons for line detection. See section 5 for a discussion of the significance.

Figure 15).
In the latitude direction, the fit is complicated by the

concentration of conventional continuum emission in the
plane. The cusp is not significantly o!set in the b direc-
tion, but sits in the region of highest background, so ad-
dition of the cusp is not demanded as strongly by the fit.
We introduce two new degrees of freedom, the amplitude
and FWHM of a Gaussian centered at b0 = 0. This yields
TS = 28.4 and p = 6.8!10!7, corresponding to 4.8! (lo-
cal significance). The maximum likelihood parameters of
the Gaussian are Fb = 3.9+1.5

!0.7 and Ab corresponding to
16.1 photons. Both the " and b fits are roughly compati-
ble with FWHM=3", but there is a slight preference for
an elongation of the cusp in the b direction. A careful
study of this will require much more data.
In Figure 15 (right panels) we also display the same

plots for the high-incidence sample (# > 40"). See Figure
16 for such plots in 30 energy bins. The high-incidence-
angle subsample contains half of the exposure time (9.7%
vs. 19%) but due to better energy resolution ("E/E "
0.06) has less background on the line, and therefore yields
a TS almost as large as the full data. In this sense, most

of the TS results from high # events. This subsample
would have yielded TS = 32.6(p = 3.9! 10!7, 4.93!) for
the " profile, and TS = 26.1(p = 2.2!10!6, 4.59!) for the
b profile. Although these are slightly worse p values than
for the full data, they may actually be more persuasive
due to the lower background.
The fact that the cusp appears to be significantly o!

center implies that our spectral fit in the previous section
erred by using a centered cusp template. In Figure 17
we show the measured energy spectrum of a 3" FWHM
cusp template, centered at " = #1.5" and b = 0". The
local significance of this fit is 5.5! relative to the null
hypothesis of zero intensity. This improvement is heart-
ening; however, because of the extra parameter, the trials
factor is now larger, diluting the significance.

6. VALIDATION TESTS

6.1. Assessment of line profile

In section 4, we investigated the cusp emission by ana-
lyzing maps in various energy bins. This allowed a sepa-
ration of spectral components by morphology, but relied
on an arbitrary choice of binning. The result – that there

Su & Finkbeiner, 1206.1616

• 1 line is strongly (~5 sigma) preferred 
to no-line case. Slight preference for 2 
lines centered at 111GeV and 129 GeV 

• Most events are concentrated close to 
the GC but off-center by 1.5 degrees 
(200pc)
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Is the off-center peak of the signal an issue for DM  annihilation?
10

Fig. 11.— DM annihilation luminosity “surface density”
(
�
ρ2DM d�) in the central 2 kpc × 2 kpc region of Eris. The con-

trast between the dynamical center (white plus) and the peak (red
cross) is ∼ 11%. The vertical axis corresponds to the disk nor-
mal, and the coordinate system has been rotated to maximize the
angular offset of the peak.

tum exchange between the bar and the DM as suggested
by Weinberg & Katz (2002, 2007). Clearly, a more de-
tailed investigation of the DM core formation process in
Eris is needed, and will be the topic of a future study.

5. DISCUSSION

Provided the central DM distribution in the Eris sim-
ulation is representative of that in our Milky Way, the
results we have presented here have several important
consequences for indirect DM detection efforts aimed at
the GC.
The first concerns the shape of the DM density pro-

file used to predict the annihilation luminosity from the
central regions of the Galaxy. Outside of ∼ 1 kpc the
DM density profile in both Eris and ErisDark (as well as
VL2 and GHalo) is well described by an NFW or Einasto
profile. However, cooling and condensation of gas in Eris
has dragged DM towards the center, such that the nor-
malization of the density profile in Eris is larger than
in ErisDark: at 1 kpc the mean enclosed DM density is
2.7 times higher in Eris (0.52M⊙ pc−3) than in ErisDark
(0.20M⊙ pc−3). At angles greater than ∼ 7 degrees from
the GC, one may thus expect baryonic processes to lead
to a significant enhancement of the surface brightness of
diffuse radiation arising from DM annihilation.
As discussed in Sec. 3.4, at even smaller radii baryonic

physics leads to the formation of a DM core in Eris, and
as a result the mean enclosed DM density in Eris never
rises to more than 0.73M⊙ pc−3. For comparison, an
extrapolation of the best-fitting Einasto profile for Eris-
Dark reaches 1 M⊙ pc−3 at 200 pc, 10 M⊙ pc−3 at 3
pc, and asymptotes to 90 M⊙ pc−3. We thus caution
against extrapolating density profiles determined from
dissipationless DM-only simulations (such as Via Lactea
II, GHalo, and Aquarius) all the way in to the GC in
order to infer central annihilation luminosities.
Secondly, a maximum in the DM density that is not

coincident with the dynamical center of the Galaxy sig-
nificantly modifies expectations for where the central sur-

face brightness of DM annihilation radiation should peak.
The time-averaged value of Doff in Eris is 340 pc, which,
if seen edge on, would correspond to an angular offset
of 2.4 degrees. For comparison, the search for a DM
annihilation signal by the H.E.S.S. imaging Atmospheric
Cherenkov Telescope was restricted to a region of 45−150
pc in projected distance from the GC (Abramowski et al.
2011). In this context, the recent report of a highly sig-
nificant detection of a gamma-ray line at 127± 2 GeV in
Fermi data from the GC (Su & Finkbeiner 2012) is par-
ticularly intriguing. Su & Finkbeiner (2012) report that
the signal is maximized at a Galactic longitude of � ≈ 1.5
degrees. While this offset may have initially been viewed
as a strike against a DM annihilation interpretation of
the line, our work demonstrates as a proof-of-principle
that just such an offset should perhaps be expected.
In Fig. 11 we show the DM annihilation luminosity

“surface density”,
�
ρ2DMd�, calculated from the central

(2 kpc)3 region in Eris. The view is through the disk
plane (the vertical axis corresponds to the disk normal)
and the coordinate system has been rotated such that
the offset peak is viewed edge-on, i.e. maximizing the
angular offset. As before, the 3D density grid was first
smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width σ = �soft. We
then squared it, multiplied the cells by their volume to
get a luminosity, summed them up along the Y-axis, and
finally divided the resulting map by the area of each cell
to get a surface density5 in units of M2

⊙ pc−5. This map
does not take into account any luminosity produced by
DM along the line of sight outside of the central cube.
The contrast between the maximum of the map

(870M2
⊙ pc−5) and the center (780M2

⊙ pc−5) is only
about 11% at z = 0. Furthermore there is a second
sub-dominant peak to the left of the center with a lumi-
nosity surface density of 830M2

⊙ pc−5, only 5% less than
the global maximum. If anything the contrast at z = 0
is a bit of an outlier, as the mean contrast between offset
peak and GC over the past 4 Gyr is only ∼ 5% with a
3% standard deviation. The greatest contrast measured
over all outputs is 15%. Such small contrasts may not
be compatible with the measurement of Su & Finkbeiner
(2012), but it is important to keep in mind that the in-
ternal structure of the peak is certainly not resolved in
the simulation. It is conceivable that the contrast would
increase with higher resolution, especially if resonances
with the stellar bar are responsible, since those would be
spread out artificially at low resolution.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the distribution of DM in the central
regions of the hydrodynamical galaxy formation simula-
tion Eris, one of the highest resolution and most realistic
simulations to date of the formation of a barred spiral
galaxy like our own Milky Way. Surprisingly, we find
that the peak of the DM density in Eris is typically off-
set from its dynamical center by several hundred parsec.
No such offset is observed in its DM-only twin simulation
ErisDark, nor in the much higher resolution DM-only Via
Lactea II and GHalo simulations.

5 To further clarify, the sum of all 2002 “pixels” multiplied by
the total area (4×106 pc2) is equal to the total luminosity emitted
from the (2 kpc)3 cube.

M. Kuhlen et al. 1208.4844

Including Baryons, a O(100) kpc off-set of 
the DM annihilation peak and the dynamical 
center can happen. Strong interaction with 

the stellar bar. Resolution is not very 
strong. 
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FIG. 14: Same as Fig. 3, but for suspicious limb data subset
with 30! < ! < 45! (top panel), the 25! < ! < 53! subset
tuned to give the largest TS value (central panel), as well as
for the GC events without the problematic 30! < ! < 45!

range for comparison (bottom panel).

Earth limb line completely disappears.

The Earth limb line events are distributed all over the
sky, as expected (Fig. 15). The arrival time of these
events is concentrated during periods of high rocking an-
gle, because it is geometrically impossible to see limb
events at ! < 45o in normal survey mode (Fig. 16). As
already mentioned in Section II, the distribution of (!,")
vs. each other and vs. time and longitude are as expected
(Figs. 1 and 4). In short, none of these tests reveals sus-
picious trends or correlations, or indicates in any way
that a systematic error in detector coordinates could map
events specifically onto the Galactic center.

FIG. 15: Earth limb events as function of Galactic coordinates
" and b. The majority of high-incidence limb events appear
near the orbital pole, which precesses around the celestial
pole. This pattern is expected from the observing strategy.
The GC line (red) and Earth limb line (blue) events are shown
for comparison. The Earth limb line events do not originate
in the Galactic center.
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FIG. 16: Time histogram (1-day bins) of GC line (red) and
Earth limb line (blue) events (upper panel) and all limb events
(lower panel). The Earth limb line events are only observed
at high rocking angles that occur during occasional pointed
observations. The survey mode rocking angle was changed
from 35o to 50o at 400 days (lower panel).
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FIG. 16: Time histogram (1-day bins) of GC line (red) and
Earth limb line (blue) events (upper panel) and all limb events
(lower panel). The Earth limb line events are only observed
at high rocking angles that occur during occasional pointed
observations. The survey mode rocking angle was changed
from 35o to 50o at 400 days (lower panel).

Is the Earth limb photons an issue?

The line in the Earth limb photons is 
observed at specific incidence angles. 

Even if the entire data-set of incidence 
angles are excluded the line is seen at 

the gamma-ray data(1209.4562). 
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Other regions where the 130 GeV line signal has/
has not been claimed

• No detection towards the dwarf spheroidal galaxies

• Unassociated point sources in the Fermi 2 yr catalogue 
(Su&Finkbeiner 1207.7060)

• Sample of 6 Galaxy clusters (Hektor,Raidal&Tempel 1207.4466)
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Fig. 8.— The spatial distribution of unassociated 2FGL sources which have a 100-140 GeV photon within 0.15!/0.3! radius for FRONT/BACK
LAT events (red stars). For comparison, we also show the spatial distribution of 16 dwarf galaxies (e.g. Abdo et al. 2010b, blue triangles),
106 nearby galaxy clusters (Reiprich & Böhringer 2002, dark green circles), and associated sources with the same matching criteria (purple
squares). We find no spatial overlaps between these sources. Unassociated sources thought to be potentially confused with Galactic di!use
emission (red circles) and unassociated sources with less than 5! detection (red squares) are noted. The lower panel shows the same plot as
the upper panel but selected unassociated point sources by matching with 150-500 GeV events. In both cases, the sources with high-energy
photons are mostly near the disk. This implies that the Galactic latitude distribution may result from a selection e!ect.

with a complementary expression for fhigh. The 95%
confidence interval (corresponding to “2!” confidence) is
then 0.167 < f < 0.765 for the subhalos and 0.524 <
f < 0.935 for the Galactic center. A significant range of
f is allowed in both cases, so we can combine the counts
from both and obtain 0.457 < f < 0.820 for the joint
fit. This yields 95% confidence bounds on the line ratio
0.84 < F129/F111 < 4.5. The data are consistent (at 2!)
with the lines being equally strong, but also with the

129 GeV line being 4.5 times as strong. Clearly more
data will be required to measure the line ratio with high
confidence.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have reported evidence for line emis-
sion at 111 GeV and 129 GeV from unassociated Fermi-
LAT point sources. The lines have a significance of
p = 6.9!10!4 or 3.2! for a simple power-law background
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Fig. 7.— Probability of obtaining the observed counts, in the
energy bins centered on 111 and 129 GeV, in the Galactic center
and subhalos as a function of the line fraction f ! F129/(F111 +
F129). We find that the best fit ratio of the 129 GeV line to 111
GeV line is 1.5, and the 2! range of the line ratio is [0.84, 4.5]. See
Section 3.6 for details.

dow. Intriguingly, we find two gamma-ray emission lines
at 111 GeV and 129 GeV. One interpretation is that
unassociated sources emit a gamma-ray doublet. An-
other is that some flaw in the LAT data preferentially
maps events to these energies. In order to test this hy-
pothesis, we apply the same selection procedure to asso-
ciated point sources, also shown in Figures 1 and 2, and
find no line features at 111 GeV or 129 GeV.
For each of the 16 unassociated sources, we show the

integrated photon flux in energy bands (0.1-0.3, 0.3-1,
1-3, 3-10, 10-100) GeV respectively in Figure 5, obtained
from the 2FGL catalog. Among the 16 sources, three of
them are marked with potentially confused with Galactic
di!use emission.

3.3. Statistical significance

Even with low statistics (7 counts at 111 GeV and 6
counts at 129 GeV) it is possible to obtain a significant
result if the backgrounds are low enough. BecauseWIMP
annihilations can produce lower energy photons (final-
state radiation, Z/W continuum, inverse-Compton, etc.)
it may be incorrect to use lower energy emission to assess
the background. However, at high energy there are very
few photons in these sources, and there would be none
from a 129 GeV WIMP. As a compromise, we assume
the background is a power law, fit its amplitude to high
energy (135 < E < 270), but choose the power-law index
so that lower energy emission is modeled approximately
correctly (Figure 3).
We assess the Poisson probability of observing 13 (or

more) SOURCE counts in the two spectral bins with the

background estimate in the upper panel of Figure 3. This
has a probability of p = 0.00069 corresponding to 3.2!.
Removing sources to be potentially confused with Galac-
tic di!use emission (marked out in 2FGL) only mildly
a!ect our results (3.3!). The ULTRACLEAN events would
give a much higher significance (> 4!) if we could believe
the background estimate, but it looks implausibly low.

3.4. Spatial distribution

The subhalo candidates identified in this work are
mostly distributed at |b| < 20!, at all longitudes. It
is not clear whether this could be a selection e!ect, a
fluke, or a hint about the true distribution of dark mat-
ter subhalos. On one hand, dark matter subhalos pref-
erentially dragged into the Galactic disk may lead to
disk-like configurations, e.g. the proposed “dark disk”
(e.g. Bruch et al. 2009; Purcell et al. 2009). On the other
hand, the distribution is not concentrated in longitude,
so they may be nearby subhalos with lower mass, close
enough to appear brighter than more massive subhalos,
e.g. those hosting dwarf galaxies.

3.5. Radial profile

In Figure 6, we show the stacked angular distribution
of 100-140 GeV photons, which are selected by match-
ing with unassociated 2FGL sources within 0.15!/0.3!

radius for FRONT/BACK LAT events, with respect to the
source center provided by 2FGL. The distribution is nor-
malized by the annular area at each radius. The FRONT

events show a more concentrated distribution than the
BACK events, consistent with the point spread function.
Both FRONT and BACK events suggest a centrally concen-
trated distribution.

3.6. Line ratio

Our previous work (Su & Finkbeiner 2012b) found 4
(14) photons above background at 111 (129) GeV. This
led us to expect the 129 GeV line might be stronger,
but this work finds the 111 GeV to have slightly more
counts: 6 (5) at 111 (129) GeV above background. Are
these results compatible?
In order to determine a confidence interval for the line

ratio, we consider a total of N photons for the doublet,
with k of them in the 129 GeV bin, and the rest in the
111 GeV bin. The binomial probability of observing k of
N counts in this bin is

Pb(k, n, f) =
N !

k!(N ! k)!
fk(1! f)N"k (1)

where f " F129/(F111+F129) is the true fraction of dou-
blet photons at 129 GeV. Figure 7 shows this probability
(i.e., the probability of observing k counts given N and
f) as a function of f for the GC, subhalos, and the prod-
uct of the two.
To obtain a confidence interval, we find flow such that

P (k # x, n, flow) =
N!

k=x

Pb(k, n, f) = 0.025 (2)
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Galactic diffuse backgrounds; data and assumptions

We use the ULTRACLEAN data selection (minimizing CR contamination) 
after 4yr, with energy between 200 MeV and 200 GeV. 
Break the sky in 60 windows and calculate the agreement between the 
modeled total diffuse gamma-ray spectrum and that from the data.

Cosmic Ray Propagation Model to calculate separately the pi0 and the 
bremsstrahlung components (from models on HI, H2 and HII ISM gas 
distribution) and the ICS component, checking for the latter different 
assumptions for the interstellar and their impact on the limits to DM 
annihilation channels. We also use all the available information from CR 
data.
Include point sources and extended galactic diffuse sources (dominant at 
low galactic latitudes).
Include Isotropic Extra-Galactic Gamma-Ray Background.
For conservative DM limits at high latitudes we calculated the minimal
non-DM Extragalactic gamma-ray background. 

Work done with P. Ullio, M. Tavakoli and C. Evoli
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Relevance of cosmic-ray measurements

With CR spectral measurements 
we can understand the properties 
of the ISM, and probe sources of 
high energy CRs. Antimatter CRs 
indirectly also probe DM. Combine 
with gamma-ray and radio obser-
vations.
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Galactic model from DRAGON Adding Dust Information (“Dark Gas”)

Adding “Fermi Bubbles”, “Loop I”, “N. Arc” Additional Gas uncertainties 

Consistency with Fermi Gamma-ray spectra

!2.53 2.81 17.571.44 6.11 3.43
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Gas distribution and Radiation Field uncertainties 

Different ISM gas Different star disk distribution 
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Different star/ISM composition 
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Different star bulge distribution 
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100GeV DM annihilating to Ws

DMA limits:Two examples on limits from the entire sky

2.5TeV DM annihilating to 
muons
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Figure 4. The relative strength of 3-! limits on DM annihilation cross-section for a given DM profile. Darker
regions give stronger limits. Numbers give the ratio of the 3-! limit from each window to the lowest 3-!
limit from the 60 windows, !!v"3! /!!v"3!min. Top: Annihilation of a 2.5 TeV DM particle to muons with
BR=1. The minimum annihilation cross-section is for #10! < b < #5!, 0! < l < 30!, !!v"3!min = 6.25$ 10"24

cm3s"1. Bottom: for the same DM profile, annihilation of a 1 TeV DM particle to W+W" with BR=1.
!!v"3!min = 3.1$ 10"24 cm3s"1 coming from the #10! < b < #5!, #30! < l < 0!.

most DM signal in !-rays is going to be towards the galactic center, in deriving conservative limits
we ignore the contribution of the Fermi bubbles.

In Fig. 5 we give the same 3" limits after allowing for a normalization to the ISM gas that can
lead to a suppression of the total ISM gas down to a factor of 2. We get slightly weaker limits at
lower latitudes. Since in calculating the 3" limits we subtract the minimum #2 of the best fit for a
given set of assumptions, the di!erences in the 3" limits between di!erent ISM gas assumptions are
not more than O(0.1) in any part of the sky.

The tightest limits come from 5! | b |< 10!, | l |< 30!, in all cases, thus we will use that region for
the evaluation of the DM limits at lower latitudes. Since at | b |> 10! and | l |< 30! the contribution
from the Bubbles is dominant, any limits will be contaminated by their presence. At intermediate
latitudes, the windows laying within 10! | b |< 60! and 30! | l |< 60!, give similar limits and are not
a!ected by the presence of the Bubbles. The spectrum of Loop I contributing in the northern part
of that region is actually much softer than that of the Bubbles [26] and thus for heavy DM mass can
not impact the limits.
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Figure 4. The relative strength of 3-! limits on DM annihilation cross-section for a given DM profile. Darker
regions give stronger limits. Numbers give the ratio of the 3-! limit from each window to the lowest 3-!
limit from the 60 windows, !!v"3! /!!v"3!min. Top: Annihilation of a 2.5 TeV DM particle to muons with
BR=1. The minimum annihilation cross-section is for #10! < b < #5!, 0! < l < 30!, !!v"3!min = 6.25$ 10"24

cm3s"1. Bottom: for the same DM profile, annihilation of a 1 TeV DM particle to W+W" with BR=1.
!!v"3!min = 3.1$ 10"24 cm3s"1 coming from the #10! < b < #5!, #30! < l < 0!.

most DM signal in !-rays is going to be towards the galactic center, in deriving conservative limits
we ignore the contribution of the Fermi bubbles.

In Fig. 5 we give the same 3" limits after allowing for a normalization to the ISM gas that can
lead to a suppression of the total ISM gas down to a factor of 2. We get slightly weaker limits at
lower latitudes. Since in calculating the 3" limits we subtract the minimum #2 of the best fit for a
given set of assumptions, the di!erences in the 3" limits between di!erent ISM gas assumptions are
not more than O(0.1) in any part of the sky.

The tightest limits come from 5! | b |< 10!, | l |< 30!, in all cases, thus we will use that region for
the evaluation of the DM limits at lower latitudes. Since at | b |> 10! and | l |< 30! the contribution
from the Bubbles is dominant, any limits will be contaminated by their presence. At intermediate
latitudes, the windows laying within 10! | b |< 60! and 30! | l |< 60!, give similar limits and are not
a!ected by the presence of the Bubbles. The spectrum of Loop I contributing in the northern part
of that region is actually much softer than that of the Bubbles [26] and thus for heavy DM mass can
not impact the limits.
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Figure 3. Relative strength of 3σ upper limits on dark matter annihilation cross section for different channels
and masses and for a given dark matter profile. Darker regions give stronger limits. Numbers give the
ratio of the 3σ upper limit from each window to the lowest 3σ upper limit among 60 windows under study,
�σv�3σ/�σv�3σmin. Top left: dark matter particles with mχ = 10 GeV annihilating into bb̄. The window
with −5◦ < b < 0◦, −30◦ < l < 0◦ gives the tightest 3σ upper limit on annihilation cross section with
�σv�3σmin = 1.08× 10−27 cm3s−1. Top right: the same as left panel with the total gas contribution free within
a factor of 2. The tightest 3σ annihilation cross section is �σv�3σmin = 2.49× 10−27 cm3s−1. Middle left : dark
matter particles with mχ = 100 GeV annihilating into W+W−. The tightest 3σ limit is from the window
of 5◦ < b < 10◦, 0◦ < l < 30◦ and is equal to �σv�3σmin = 1.11 × 10−25 cm3s−1. Middle right: the same as
left panel with ”free” total gas. The tightest 3σ limit is �σv�3σmin = 9.3 × 10−26 cm3s−1. Bottom left : dark
matter particles with mχ = 2.5 TeV annihilating into µ+µ−. The tightest 3σ limit is from the window of
5◦ < b < 10◦, 0◦ < l < 30◦ and is equal to �σv�3σmin = 1.89 × 10−24 cm3s−1. Bottom right: the same as left
panel with ”free” total gas. The tightest 3σ limit is �σv�3σmin = 1.20× 10−24 cm3s−1.

indirect detection methods. A second aspect that makes antiprotons really appealing in constraining
DM contribution regards the fact that the theoretical prediction for the background component is
fairly under control: the production of secondary antiprotons from the interaction of primary cosmic
rays (CRs) with the interstellar medium and, subsequently, their propagation in the Galaxy have to
be modeled in close analogy to secondary versus primary CR nuclei, such as boron versus carbon.
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Figure 3. Relative strength of 3σ upper limits on dark matter annihilation cross section for different channels
and masses and for a given dark matter profile. Darker regions give stronger limits. Numbers give the
ratio of the 3σ upper limit from each window to the lowest 3σ upper limit among 60 windows under study,
�σv�3σ/�σv�3σmin. Top left: dark matter particles with mχ = 10 GeV annihilating into bb̄. The window
with −5◦ < b < 0◦, −30◦ < l < 0◦ gives the tightest 3σ upper limit on annihilation cross section with
�σv�3σmin = 1.08× 10−27 cm3s−1. Top right: the same as left panel with the total gas contribution free within
a factor of 2. The tightest 3σ annihilation cross section is �σv�3σmin = 2.49× 10−27 cm3s−1. Middle left : dark
matter particles with mχ = 100 GeV annihilating into W+W−. The tightest 3σ limit is from the window
of 5◦ < b < 10◦, 0◦ < l < 30◦ and is equal to �σv�3σmin = 1.11 × 10−25 cm3s−1. Middle right: the same as
left panel with ”free” total gas. The tightest 3σ limit is �σv�3σmin = 9.3 × 10−26 cm3s−1. Bottom left : dark
matter particles with mχ = 2.5 TeV annihilating into µ+µ−. The tightest 3σ limit is from the window of
5◦ < b < 10◦, 0◦ < l < 30◦ and is equal to �σv�3σmin = 1.89 × 10−24 cm3s−1. Bottom right: the same as left
panel with ”free” total gas. The tightest 3σ limit is �σv�3σmin = 1.20× 10−24 cm3s−1.

indirect detection methods. A second aspect that makes antiprotons really appealing in constraining
DM contribution regards the fact that the theoretical prediction for the background component is
fairly under control: the production of secondary antiprotons from the interaction of primary cosmic
rays (CRs) with the interstellar medium and, subsequently, their propagation in the Galaxy have to
be modeled in close analogy to secondary versus primary CR nuclei, such as boron versus carbon.
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Limits from gamma-rays/CRs
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• Including background uncertainties best (most tight and 
robust) region for limits is a few degrees off the galactic disk.

• 5<|b|<10, |l|<30 region gives the tightest limits from gamma-
rays which for the lepto-philic DM channels are also the most 
sensitive indirect DM probe (compared to CR antiprotons and 
leptons). 

• For hadronic channels the antiprotons still provide a strong 
set of constraints. 

• Combined CR and Gamma-ray data: disfavor the thin diffusion 
models typically invoked to decrease tension with antiproton 
data. 

• A physical gamma-ray background with modeled “systematic 
uncertainties” (gas distribution, missing in line surveys, ISM 
radiation field). Useful to both constrain CR propagation and 
DM annihilation/decay in the Galaxy.

What do we learn from combining CR and gamma-ray data? 
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Limits on the Continuous Spectrum associated to the line

The cross section to the line photons is �σv�γγ ∼ 1− 2× 10−27cm3s−1

There must be an associated continuum spectrum from annihilations 
at tree level. Derive constraints for a set of basic channels. 

Annihilations to: 

2

their contribution to the total flux within the windows of
interest.
To account for the contribution from known point and

extended sources within the windows of interest we have
used the 2 yr published catalogue (see [12] and references
therein). Since we care to extract conservative limits on
DM annihilation from !-rays with energy below 130 GeV
towards the inner 10! ! 10! we ignore the contribution
of the Fermi Bubbles [13] / Fermi haze [14], [15]; given
that there are significant uncertainties on the exact mor-
phology of these structures at lower latitudes [15].
The !-rays in the window of the inner 10! ! 10! orig-

inate from a combination of sources. There are 29 de-
tected point sources centered in that window [12], 2 close
by extended sources that contribute minimally [16, 17],
as well as the di!use !-rays from inelastic collisions
of CRs with the interstellar medium (ISM) gas, from
bremsstrahlung radiation o! CR electrons and from up-
scattering of low energy photons of the interstellar radia-
tion field (ISRF) from high energy CR e (inverse Comp-
ton scattering). Additionally many unknown dim point
sources are expected to be located within that window.
Finally the possible !-ray contribution from DM annihi-
lations in the halo is expected to peak towards the galac-
tic center.
These !-rays can be the direct product of DM annihi-

lations as in the case of the monochromatic yield from
the 2!, Z! or h! final states, possibly matching the lines
detected by [1, 2]. Also virtual internal bremsstrahlung
(VIB) and final state radiation (FSR) in DM annihila-
tion can give a very hard spectrum that can be confused
as a line over an otherwise featureless power law spec-
trum [10, 18]. The decay of mesons (predominantly "0s),
produced in the decay or hadronization processes of the
products of DM annihilation, can also lead to a significant
contribution to the gamma-ray spectrum. This compo-
nent, while typically harder than the background !-ray
spectra, is significantly softer than the VIB/FSR and can
not be confused as a DM line in !-rays. These contribu-
tions probe directly the DM annihilation profile and will
be referred to, as prompt !-rays. Additionally, inverse
Compton and bremsstrahlung !-rays from the leptonic fi-
nal products (e±) of DM annihilation will also contribute
in that window since both the ISRF energy density and
the ISM gas density peak in the inner part of the Galaxy.
As we suggested in the introduction, we will concen-

trate only on the DM annihilation case since the line(s)
morphology is so confined that it favors profiles of cuspy
annihilating DM halos (see also our discussion in section
III).
To compute the di!use !-ray background we use the

DRAGON package [19, 20] [21] with a new ISM gas model
[22] that ensures good agreement with !-ray data in that
window and overall [23]. We ignore in this work the
contribution form the dark gas whose uncertainties are
though significant in the inner 5! in latitude [24, 25] but
that would only add to the di!use !-ray background re-
sulting in less room for DM annihilation originated !-

rays.
We study five individual modes/channels of DM an-

nihilation: ## "# W+W", ## "# bb̄, ## "# $+$",
## "# µ+µ" and ## "# e+e". Typically, DM models
have sizable branching ratios into more than one of these
channels. The exact limits in such models can be recov-
ered by linearly combing the limits from the above chan-
nels. Annihilations to Z gauge bosons give very similar
!-ray spectra to those of W+W" bosons and annihila-
tions to top quarks similar !-ray spectra of annihilations
to b quarks. Thus the constraints to those channels can
be taken to be the same (within $ 10%) to those of the
## "# W+W" (## "# bb̄).
Following [2] we assume that a line at energy of 127±2

GeV has been detected. The morphology of the excess
is described by a bi-gaussian with FWHM of 4 degrees
in both l and b. That line can come from ## "# 2!
or ## "# Z! or ## "# h!. In [1] a single line at
129.8±2.4+7

"13 GeV has been suggested. Additionally the
case where there are 2 lines centered at 128.8± 2.7 and
110.8± 4.4. GeV has been indicated by [2]. In that case
the lines come from either the combination of 2!&Z!
lines or from the Z!&h! lines.
We study both the case of a single line centered at

127 GeV and the case of 2 lines centered at 129 and 111
GeV. The choice of mass depends on the exact origin of
the line(s). For a single line from ## "# 2! the mass
range of 122 < m! < 132 GeV is studied. For a single
line from ## "# Z! we study 137 < m! < 145 GeV
and from ## "# h! we study the 149 < m! < 157
GeV mass range. For 2 lines originating from 2!&Z!
we study 127 < m! < 130 and for the case of Z!&h!
lines 138 < m! < 143 GeV (for a two line signal form
DM annihilation see also [26]). The relevant ratio in the
luminosity of the two lines is taken to be 0.7/1 for the
111/129 GeV lines. We allow for 4% uncertainty in the
determination of energy of the line(s) which leads to the
ranges of masses referred above, which is about 2% of the
declared uncertainties of [2] and [1] [33].
For every choice of annihilation channel to continuum

!-rays, annihilation channel(s) to line(s) and DM mass,
we first find the best fit values from the !-ray data within
10! ! 10! for both the cross-section of the main annihi-
lation channel (giving the continuum !-rays) and sepa-
rately for the annihilation cross-section to the line(s) (2
d.o.f.).
In Fig. 1, we show a fit to the total !-ray spectrum

within our window of interest for the case of ## "#
W+W", with m! = 130 and a single line coming from
## "# 2!. The fact that the best fit value for the
cross-section is positive validates our claim of deriving
conservative limits on DM annihilation, while the good
agreement to the low (E" < 1 GeV) energies where the
DM contributes at the few % level shows the good agree-
ment of the physical model for the background to the low
energy data.
From the best fit value we then derive the 3% upper

limits of the main annihilation channel keeping the an-
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DM annihilation see also [26]). The relevant ratio in the
luminosity of the two lines is taken to be 0.7/1 for the
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determination of energy of the line(s) which leads to the
ranges of masses referred above, which is about 2% of the
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For every choice of annihilation channel to continuum

!-rays, annihilation channel(s) to line(s) and DM mass,
we first find the best fit values from the !-ray data within
10! ! 10! for both the cross-section of the main annihi-
lation channel (giving the continuum !-rays) and sepa-
rately for the annihilation cross-section to the line(s) (2
d.o.f.).
In Fig. 1, we show a fit to the total !-ray spectrum

within our window of interest for the case of ## "#
W+W", with m! = 130 and a single line coming from
## "# 2!. The fact that the best fit value for the
cross-section is positive validates our claim of deriving
conservative limits on DM annihilation, while the good
agreement to the low (E" < 1 GeV) energies where the
DM contributes at the few % level shows the good agree-
ment of the physical model for the background to the low
energy data.
From the best fit value we then derive the 3% upper

limits of the main annihilation channel keeping the an-

Limits can be linearly combined. 

The line data prefer strongly 
the annihilation to the decay
case. 
Annihilation in a cuspy profile.
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FIG. 1: Case of m! = 130 GeV DM particle annihilating to a
W+W! pair with a cross-section of 1.05! 10!25 cm3s!1 and
to a 2! line with a cross-section of 1.25 ! 10!27 cm3s!1. We
plot the | b |< 5", | l |< 5".

nihilation to the line fixed to its best fit value. In Fig. 2
we show these 3! upper limits for the five annihilation
channels to W+W!, bb̄, "+"!, µ+µ! and e+e!. We
show limits for both the case of a single line Fig. 2 (top
left) and for a double line Fig. 2 (top right). The exact
choice of the origin of the line(s) and its energy(ies) has
a subdominant e!ect on the limits in all channels except
in the case of e+e!. That happens since the DM con-
tribution of the main channel to the #-ray spectrum is
at energies bellow 100 GeV where the lines do not con-
tribute. The case of the e+e! channel is an exception
due to the very significant FSR component which peaks
at m!. Thus the FSR component competes with the
line(s) in the fit, making its limits sensitive to the ex-
act assumptions on the line(s). We also give in Fig. 2
(bottom panels) the best fit values for the line(s) for the
relevant combinations of DM mass and channel.

The ISRF photon and gas densities have been fixed
based on our background model. The assumptions
on these densities influence the inverse Compton and
bremsstrahlung components respectively. One can derive
even more conservative limits on the DM annihilation
channels by considering only the prompt #-ray contribu-
tion.

In Fig. 3 we give the 3 ! limits where only the prompt
#-rays from DM are taken into account. For the W+W!,
bb̄ and "+"! channels, for which the prompt #-rays are
the dominant component, the limits become weaker only
by ! 10 " 20%. For the µ+µ!, e+e! modes on the
contrary, since hard CR electrons are injected, their in-
verse Compton and bremsstrahlung components are sig-
nificant. Thus if we ignore these di!use components keep-
ing only the prompt component, the 3! limits become
weaker by a factor of 4-5 in both channels.

The limits shown in Figs. 2 and 3 depend on the DM

profile assumptions. We use here an Einasto DM profile:
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with % = 0.22, Rc = 15.7 kpc and $Ein is set such that
the local DM density is equal to 0.4 GeV cm!3 [27, 28].
That results in a J-factor from that window of J/"# =
1.21$ 1024 GeV2cm!5, where J factor is defined here as:
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with s to be the distance along line of sight and "# the
angle of observation.
A more cuspy DM profile would lead to stronger limits

while a more cored (flat) in the inner kpcs would lead to
weaker limits. All the limits shown in Fig. 3 and the lim-
its for W+W!, bb̄ and "+"! in Fig. 2 will change inverse
proportionally (exactly or approximately) to the value of
the J-factors within that window, since the prompt com-
ponent is dominant in these channels. The same applies
for the best fit values to the line(s). Thus these limits
can be used for other DM profile assumptions once one
properly takes into account the di!erent J-factor from
that window. For the annihilation channels into µ+µ!

and e+e! the limits in Fig. 2 have a dependence on the
DM profile that is more involved.
Finally since our aim in this paper is not to study the

line itself but the accompanying #-ray fluxes for the DM
case, we want to ensure that the exact line assumptions
that we make do not influence our limits for the continu-
ous component. The 3! limits presented in Figs.2 and 3
were derived with the cross-section to the line(s) to be
the best fit value from the fit to the #-ray data within
| l |< 5#, | b |< 5#. Alternatively, we calculate the 3!
limits for the same channels using for the cross-section to
the line(s) such a value that gives the luminosity stated
for the 4# FWHM cusp of [2], that is (1.7±0.4)$1036ph/s
or (3.2± 0.6)$ 1035erg/s. The di!erence in the values of
the cross-sections to the line(s) between the two methods
is ! 30% (at the same level with the stated uncertainty
of [2]).
In Table I we present our limits on the continuous com-

ponents for these two alternative methods of evaluating
the cross-section to the line(s) before deriving the limits.
For the case where the cross-section value to the line(s)
comes from the | l |< 5#, | b |< 5# region fit, (denoted
as “free”) and for the case where the cross-section comes
form the luminosity stated by [2]. We show all five chan-
nels for three masses characteristic for the three DM mass
ranges valid in the case of a single line at 127 GeV.
The di!erence in the limits for all five channels and all

masses between the two methods is at the ! 1% level.
The same results apply for the case of 2 lines (111 and
129 GeV). Thus the exact luminosity assumptions for the
line(s) can not influence our results on the continuous
component.
We also find that changing our window of observation

from (| l |, | b |) < 5#, to (| l |, | b |) < 3#, 4# or 8#
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FIG. 1: Case of m! = 130 GeV DM particle annihilating to a
W+W! pair with a cross-section of 1.05! 10!25 cm3s!1 and
to a 2! line with a cross-section of 1.25 ! 10!27 cm3s!1. We
plot the | b |< 5", | l |< 5".

nihilation to the line fixed to its best fit value. In Fig. 2
we show these 3! upper limits for the five annihilation
channels to W+W!, bb̄, "+"!, µ+µ! and e+e!. We
show limits for both the case of a single line Fig. 2 (top
left) and for a double line Fig. 2 (top right). The exact
choice of the origin of the line(s) and its energy(ies) has
a subdominant e!ect on the limits in all channels except
in the case of e+e!. That happens since the DM con-
tribution of the main channel to the #-ray spectrum is
at energies bellow 100 GeV where the lines do not con-
tribute. The case of the e+e! channel is an exception
due to the very significant FSR component which peaks
at m!. Thus the FSR component competes with the
line(s) in the fit, making its limits sensitive to the ex-
act assumptions on the line(s). We also give in Fig. 2
(bottom panels) the best fit values for the line(s) for the
relevant combinations of DM mass and channel.

The ISRF photon and gas densities have been fixed
based on our background model. The assumptions
on these densities influence the inverse Compton and
bremsstrahlung components respectively. One can derive
even more conservative limits on the DM annihilation
channels by considering only the prompt #-ray contribu-
tion.

In Fig. 3 we give the 3 ! limits where only the prompt
#-rays from DM are taken into account. For the W+W!,
bb̄ and "+"! channels, for which the prompt #-rays are
the dominant component, the limits become weaker only
by ! 10 " 20%. For the µ+µ!, e+e! modes on the
contrary, since hard CR electrons are injected, their in-
verse Compton and bremsstrahlung components are sig-
nificant. Thus if we ignore these di!use components keep-
ing only the prompt component, the 3! limits become
weaker by a factor of 4-5 in both channels.

The limits shown in Figs. 2 and 3 depend on the DM

profile assumptions. We use here an Einasto DM profile:
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its for W+W!, bb̄ and "+"! in Fig. 2 will change inverse
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ponent is dominant in these channels. The same applies
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properly takes into account the di!erent J-factor from
that window. For the annihilation channels into µ+µ!

and e+e! the limits in Fig. 2 have a dependence on the
DM profile that is more involved.
Finally since our aim in this paper is not to study the

line itself but the accompanying #-ray fluxes for the DM
case, we want to ensure that the exact line assumptions
that we make do not influence our limits for the continu-
ous component. The 3! limits presented in Figs.2 and 3
were derived with the cross-section to the line(s) to be
the best fit value from the fit to the #-ray data within
| l |< 5#, | b |< 5#. Alternatively, we calculate the 3!
limits for the same channels using for the cross-section to
the line(s) such a value that gives the luminosity stated
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the cross-section to the line(s) before deriving the limits.
For the case where the cross-section value to the line(s)
comes from the | l |< 5#, | b |< 5# region fit, (denoted
as “free”) and for the case where the cross-section comes
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).

Chan. Line 127 GeV (2$) 140 GeV (Z$) 150 GeV (h$)

W+W" Free 34.2(40.8) 35.1(42.6) 36.6(44.1)
W+W" Fixed 34.5(41.4) 35.4(43.2) 37.2(44.7)

bb̄ Free 30.0(31.5) 31.5(33.3) 32.7(34.5)
bb̄ Fixed 30.3(31.8) 31.8(33.6) 33.0(34.8)

#+#" Free 20.4(21.9) 21.6(23.4) 24.1(24.9)
#+#" Fixed 20.7(21.9) 21.9(23.7) 23.4(25.2)
µ+µ" Free 39.0(155.7) 39.9(169.8) 42.0(185.4)
µ+µ" Fixed 41.1(156.3) 40.2(167.7) 42.3(184.5)
e+e" Free 18.3(91.8) 13.5(100.8) 18.9(111.0)
e+e" Fixed 18.3(92.1) 13.5(99.3) 19.2(110.4)

TABLE I: 3! upper limits on DM annihilation $!v% #BR to
channel (i.e the continuum part) in units of #10"26 cm3s"1

using full (in parenthesis:only prompt) DM $-ray spectra
within | l |< 5!, | b |< 5!. The line signal is taken to be
either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
this window is 1.21 # 1024 GeV2cm"5.

our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
also work of [5, 29]).

III. DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION SIGNAL
PROFILE

Ref. [2], suggests that the line(s) signal can be mor-
phologically fitted by a 4! FWHM gaussian distribution
or 3! FWHM when using just the events and avoid mak-
ing di!use maps or masking out any part of the GC. The
author of [1] has suggested instead a wider region of best
significance for the 130 GeV line.
Using ULTRACLEAN data class we address as well the

matter of DM profile morphology under the assumption
that the line signal is of DM origin and that an associated
continuous spectrum exists.
Calculating the !-ray spectral data within a wider re-

gion of the sky we can derive limits on the allowed an-
nihilation cross-section for a specific assumption on the
DM halo profile or vice versa for the DM halo profile
properties for specific assumptions on the annihilation
cross-section.
Motivated by the ! 130 GeV energy of the !-ray line,

we consider a DM mass of m! = 130 GeV annihilating
to W+W", with a cross-section to 2! for the line.
We calculate the !-ray spectra in the same energy bin-

ning as for the 10! " 10! box described in section II. We
concentrate in the | b |< 25!, | l |< 25! region where the
annihilation from the halo is dominant. We break that
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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using full (in parenthesis:only prompt) DM $-ray spectra
within | l |< 5!, | b |< 5!. The line signal is taken to be
either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
this window is 1.21 # 1024 GeV2cm"5.

our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
also work of [5, 29]).
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PROFILE

Ref. [2], suggests that the line(s) signal can be mor-
phologically fitted by a 4! FWHM gaussian distribution
or 3! FWHM when using just the events and avoid mak-
ing di!use maps or masking out any part of the GC. The
author of [1] has suggested instead a wider region of best
significance for the 130 GeV line.
Using ULTRACLEAN data class we address as well the

matter of DM profile morphology under the assumption
that the line signal is of DM origin and that an associated
continuous spectrum exists.
Calculating the !-ray spectral data within a wider re-

gion of the sky we can derive limits on the allowed an-
nihilation cross-section for a specific assumption on the
DM halo profile or vice versa for the DM halo profile
properties for specific assumptions on the annihilation
cross-section.
Motivated by the ! 130 GeV energy of the !-ray line,

we consider a DM mass of m! = 130 GeV annihilating
to W+W", with a cross-section to 2! for the line.
We calculate the !-ray spectra in the same energy bin-

ning as for the 10! " 10! box described in section II. We
concentrate in the | b |< 25!, | l |< 25! region where the
annihilation from the halo is dominant. We break that
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
this window is 1.21 # 1024 GeV2cm"5.

our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
also work of [5, 29]).
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or 3! FWHM when using just the events and avoid mak-
ing di!use maps or masking out any part of the GC. The
author of [1] has suggested instead a wider region of best
significance for the 130 GeV line.
Using ULTRACLEAN data class we address as well the

matter of DM profile morphology under the assumption
that the line signal is of DM origin and that an associated
continuous spectrum exists.
Calculating the !-ray spectral data within a wider re-
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properties for specific assumptions on the annihilation
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to W+W", with a cross-section to 2! for the line.
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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within | l |< 5!, | b |< 5!. The line signal is taken to be
either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
this window is 1.21 # 1024 GeV2cm"5.

our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
also work of [5, 29]).
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or 3! FWHM when using just the events and avoid mak-
ing di!use maps or masking out any part of the GC. The
author of [1] has suggested instead a wider region of best
significance for the 130 GeV line.
Using ULTRACLEAN data class we address as well the

matter of DM profile morphology under the assumption
that the line signal is of DM origin and that an associated
continuous spectrum exists.
Calculating the !-ray spectral data within a wider re-

gion of the sky we can derive limits on the allowed an-
nihilation cross-section for a specific assumption on the
DM halo profile or vice versa for the DM halo profile
properties for specific assumptions on the annihilation
cross-section.
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to W+W", with a cross-section to 2! for the line.
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
this window is 1.21 # 1024 GeV2cm"5.

our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
also work of [5, 29]).
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author of [1] has suggested instead a wider region of best
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Using ULTRACLEAN data class we address as well the

matter of DM profile morphology under the assumption
that the line signal is of DM origin and that an associated
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gion of the sky we can derive limits on the allowed an-
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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e+e" Fixed 18.3(92.1) 13.5(99.3) 19.2(110.4)
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channel (i.e the continuum part) in units of #10"26 cm3s"1

using full (in parenthesis:only prompt) DM $-ray spectra
within | l |< 5!, | b |< 5!. The line signal is taken to be
either from its best fit value (free) or fixed using the luminos-
ity of [2] (see text for more details). The J-factor/!" from
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our limits for the continuous component (for the best fit
value for the line(s)) change by up to 10% (20%), with
the limits from (| l |, | b |) < 5! being the strongest (see
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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FIG. 2: Top: 3 ! limits for annihilation into “channel”, from region of | b |< 5!, | l |< 5!. We study five channels.
"" !" W+W": solid lines, "" !" bb̄: dotted lines, "" !" #+#": dashed lines, "" !" µ+µ": dashed dotted lines and
"" !" e+e": long dashed lines. Left: assuming a single line from "" !" 2$ (blue), or "" !" Z$ (red) or "" !" h$ (green).
Right: assuming double lines from "" !" 2$ and "" !" Z$ (blue), from "" !" Z$ and "" !" h$ (red). Bottom: best fit
values for the ahhinilation into line(s). For the double line case the annihilation best fit value refers to the cross-section for
the highest energy line; the 111/129 GeV luminosity ratio is taken to be 0.7/1 . We use the Einasto DM profile of eq. 1 which
gives J/!" = 1.21# 1024 GeV2 cm"5 (see text for more details).
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Axion/Wino mixed model for the line (Acharya et al. 1205.5789).
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gral at radii r < r1 is always neglected in our setup). Al-
though we are dealing with a very large parameter space,
finding the upper bounds to Ji, which we label Jmax

i ,
is not exceeding expensive since one can show that, for
each radial shell, they mostly correspond to the models
with largest changes in profile slope between neighboring
shells.
Ratios between Jmax

i and J are shown in Fig. 5, where
we display separately the Jmax

i found when applying the
limit on the monochromatic flux and when implementing
that from the component with continuum spectrum; lim-
its are shown as (very narrow) bands since they were
derived for three di!erent values for !!v": the “ther-
mal” value 3 # 10!26 cm3 s!1, the best fit value in case
of our reference Einasto profile 1.05 # 10!25 cm3 s!1,
and ten times the thermal value (this shows that depen-
dence of our analysis on !!v" is really very mild). For
comparison, we plot also values of Ji/J for our refer-
ence Einasto profile and for a Burkert profile, namely
" $ 1/(r+Rc)/(r2+R2

c), with local dark matter density
0.4 GeV cm!3 and core radius Rc = 10 kpc [27]. As one
can see the Burkert profile is excluded from both line and
continuum components, while the line limits are giving
stronger evidence towards the need for a more centrally
concentrated dark matter profile. This is most probably
related to the fact that the limits are derived in part from
regions of the sky where the Fermi Bubbles/haze, has
been claimed to be needed; we do not try to include such
component in our background model and most probably
this translates into an extra room (or a less severe con-
straint) on the continuum emission from dark matter an-
nihilations. On the other hand, the Fermi Bubbles/haze
are expected to play a marginal role at high energy, hence
the sharper constraint from the line emissivity.

IV. A SPECIFIC EXAMPLE

The limits that we show in Fig. 2 and 3 can be used
(linearly combined) for a wide class of models. As a spe-
cific example we use our code to evaluate the constraints
on a relevant model presented for the explanation of a
130 GeV line [30].
In [30] the DM is composed by Winos and Axions

at about equal amounts in DM mass density towards
the GC. Following [30] we take the DM mass density
in Winos to be 49% of the total in the GC and in the
entire Galaxy. Using the Einasto model of eq. 1 we take
DM mass to be m! = 145 GeV and the cross-section
to Z# line to be 1.26 # 10!26. The total annihilation
cross-section of the Winos is 3.2 # 10!24 cm3s!1 and is
dominantly to W+W!. Assuming a BR=0.96 for annihi-
lation to W+W! we derive that such a model is excluded
as we show in Fig. 6. In fact such a cross-section is O(10)
larger than the relevant 3! limit for that mass and chan-
nel shown in Fig. 2.
We note that even ignoring the inverse Compton and

bremsstrahlung components and all the background con-
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FIG. 5: Upper bounds on the partial Ji factor, normalized to
the total GC line of sight integration factor J , for the para-
metric dark matter density profile introduced in the text. The
Ji factor are computed assuming a constant dark matter den-
sity within the corresponding radial shell ri. The J

max
i values

displays are derived implementing separately the limits on the
monochromatic flux (lower green bands) and the continuum
spectrum (higher orange bands) derived from the other an-
gular windows considered in the analysis. Limits are shown
as narrow bands since they refer to three di!erent values of
the annihilation cross section, see the text for details. Also
shown are the values for Ji/J for our reference Einasto profile
(blue dots) and for a cored Burkert profile (red squares); as it
can be seen the Einasto profile is allowed, while the Burkert
shape is excluded.

FIG. 6: Wino/Axion model of [30]. m! = 145 GeV
!!v"!!!"Z" = 1.26 # 10!26 cm3s!1, !!v"tot!! = 3.2 # 10!24

cm3s!1.

tribution, the prompt component which also includes the
line signal overshoots the total #-ray spectrum between 10
and 40 GeV. This result can not depend on just a di!er-
ent assumption for the DM profile or on a varying ratio
in Wino to Axion mass density within the Galaxy since
by changing any of these assumptions the #-ray line will
decrease/increase by the same amount.
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dominantly to W+W!. Assuming a BR=0.96 for annihi-
lation to W+W! we derive that such a model is excluded
as we show in Fig. 6. In fact such a cross-section is O(10)
larger than the relevant 3! limit for that mass and chan-
nel shown in Fig. 2.
We note that even ignoring the inverse Compton and

bremsstrahlung components and all the background con-
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displays are derived implementing separately the limits on the
monochromatic flux (lower green bands) and the continuum
spectrum (higher orange bands) derived from the other an-
gular windows considered in the analysis. Limits are shown
as narrow bands since they refer to three di!erent values of
the annihilation cross section, see the text for details. Also
shown are the values for Ji/J for our reference Einasto profile
(blue dots) and for a cored Burkert profile (red squares); as it
can be seen the Einasto profile is allowed, while the Burkert
shape is excluded.

FIG. 6: Wino/Axion model of [30]. m! = 145 GeV
!!v"!!!"Z" = 1.26 # 10!26 cm3s!1, !!v"tot!! = 3.2 # 10!24

cm3s!1.

tribution, the prompt component which also includes the
line signal overshoots the total #-ray spectrum between 10
and 40 GeV. This result can not depend on just a di!er-
ent assumption for the DM profile or on a varying ratio
in Wino to Axion mass density within the Galaxy since
by changing any of these assumptions the #-ray line will
decrease/increase by the same amount.
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gral at radii r < r1 is always neglected in our setup). Al-
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i ,
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in Winos to be 49% of the total in the GC and in the
entire Galaxy. Using the Einasto model of eq. 1 we take
DM mass to be m! = 145 GeV and the cross-section
to Z# line to be 1.26 # 10!26. The total annihilation
cross-section of the Winos is 3.2 # 10!24 cm3s!1 and is
dominantly to W+W!. Assuming a BR=0.96 for annihi-
lation to W+W! we derive that such a model is excluded
as we show in Fig. 6. In fact such a cross-section is O(10)
larger than the relevant 3! limit for that mass and chan-
nel shown in Fig. 2.
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tribution, the prompt component which also includes the
line signal overshoots the total #-ray spectrum between 10
and 40 GeV. This result can not depend on just a di!er-
ent assumption for the DM profile or on a varying ratio
in Wino to Axion mass density within the Galaxy since
by changing any of these assumptions the #-ray line will
decrease/increase by the same amount.

A specific example for the line that doesn’t work

Cross-section to the line:

Total annihilation cross-
section:

Excluded even by the most conservative 
limits where no gamma-ray background is 
included
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Appendix C: Constraints for Alternate Final States

χχ → bb
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FIG. 9: The top plot gives the photon counts within 3◦ degrees of the Galactic Center with the inner degree

masked. The solid red line shows the best fit model, which is given by the white cross in the bottom left

plot. This best fit point has Nann = 0; for reference the dashed black line shows the continuum spectrum for

130 GeV dark matter annihilating into b b with an arbitrary normalization. On the bottom left, we show 1,

2, and 3 σ confidence regions (filled contours) for Nann/(Nγγ +NγZ ) as a function of mass for dark matter

annihilation to b b. The ratio NγZ/Nγγ is allowed to freely vary for each point in the grid. The solid black

lines are the contours for Nγγ+NγZ . The best fit point is marked with a cross at mχ = 130 GeV, θγZ/γγ = 0,

and Nann = 0. On the bottom right, we show the shape analysis constraint. The shaded region corresponds

to parameters where the fit is 2 σ or worse with respect to the best fit point.

Cohen et al. (1207.0800)
Stronger constraints, but lack of 
physical model for background 
(modeled by a single power-law).
Probing the inner most 3 deg. 
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χχ → µ+µ−
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FIG. 11: The top plot gives the photon counts within 3◦ degrees of the Galactic Center with the inner

degree masked. The solid red line shows the best fit model, which is given by the white cross in the bottom

left plot. This best fit point has Nann �= 0; the dashed black line shows the continuum spectrum for 145

GeV dark matter annihilating into µ+µ− with the best fit normalization. On the bottom left, we show 1,

2, and 3 σ confidence regions (filled contours) for Nann/(Nγγ +NγZ ) as a function of mass for dark matter

annihilation to µ+µ−. The ratio NγZ/Nγγ is allowed to freely vary for each point in the grid. The solid

black lines are the contours for Nγγ + NγZ . The best fit point is marked with a cross at mχ = 145 GeV,

θγZ/γγ = 1.57, and Nann = 160. On the bottom right, we show the shape analysis constraint. The shaded

region corresponds to the parameters where the fit is 2 σ or worse with respect to the best fit point.

Ignoring background:
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Figure 4: Combined fit of the monochromatic line at ≈ 130GeV as well as the continuum

gamma-ray spectrum from dark matter annihilation into γγ and W+W− final states. The

shaded areas correspond to 95%C.L. regions (yellow/orange: Fermi-LAT Reg 3/4 best-fit

region; blue: PAMELA p̄/p excluded region) for the total annihilation cross section σv and

the branching ratio σvγγ/σv. The prediction from higgsino and wino dark matter (red and

orange dots) is shown for illustration, as well as the thermal cross-section (straight black line).
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Buchmuller&Garny 
(1206.7056)

3

FIG. 1: Contour maps of the gamma ray flux from the region surrounding the Galactic Center, as observed by the Fermi
Gamma Ray Space Telescope. The left frames show the raw maps, while the center and right frames show the maps after
subtracting known sources (not including the central source), and known sources plus emission from cosmic ray interactions
with gas in the Galactic Disk, respectively. All maps have been smoothed over a scale of 0.5 degrees. See text for more details.

residual flux in the innermost region of the Galaxy. We

include the observed spatial variations of the residuals as

a systematic error, which we propagate throughout this

study.

The residuals in this innermost region include

a roughly spherically symmetric component centered

around the Galactic Center, along with a sub-dominant

component that is somewhat extended along the disk.

Due to its similar angular extent, we consider it likely

that this component is associated with emission from

proton-proton collisions taking place in the Galactic

Ridge, as observed at higher energies by HESS [12]. The

remaining spherically symmetric component could plau-

sibly originate from dark matter annihilations, processes

associated with the Milky Way’s supermassive black hole,

gamma ray pulsars, or a combination of these and other

sources. We will return to these issues in Secs. III and

IV.

In Fig. 3, we show the spectrum of the emission from

the inner 5 degrees surrounding the Galactic Center, after

removing the known sources and disk emission templates.

The spectrum is clearly brightest between 300 MeV and

Hooper&Linden(1110.0006)

Only one energy bin between 10-100 GeV.  Good for light DM searches 
and for DM models that have prompt gamma-ray emission that peaks 
around ~10-20 GeV. (~100 GeV Wino DM) 
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Using the full-sky line data; Template analysis and DM 
subhalos -> More consistent BUT less exciting picture.

Including a dark disk (to account for the unassociated p.s. distribution)

4

DM profiles ! " # in Back # in DM # in Iso

Ein/z1/2 = 0.5
Ein/z1/2 = 1.0
Ein/z1/2 = 1.5
Ein/z1/2 = 3.0
NFW/z1/2 = 0.5
NFW/z1/2 = 1.0
NFW/z1/2 = 1.5
NFW/z1/2 = 3.0

TABLE II: The last three collumns refer to the prdicted
111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV photons in Back, DM and
Iso predicted by the fitted values of ! and ".

with !!ann|v|" the annihilation cross-section taken to be
the same for both the DM particles in the disk and the
spherical halo. For the case of Sommerfeld enhancement
these cross-sections are in general di!erent, because of
the dependence of the annihilation cross-section to the
velocity dispersion of dark matter [23–26] and the fact
that for the DM particles in the DD that dispersion is
suppressed by a factor of 5-6 compared to that in the
spherical halo components [21]. Thus for Sommerfeld
enhanced models the dark disk contribution to CRs and
"-rays can be much more significant [27].
In fitting to the 2 "-ray line full sky data we probe the

prompt "-ray DM annihilation component of the spec-
trum which is directly related to the annihilation rate in
eq. 6.
We use the masked full sky data with energies 111± 5

GeV and 129±6 GeV. We perform a maximum likelihood
fit were we calculate the log-likelihood based on [28]:

lnL =
!

i

ki lnµi # µi # ln(ki!), (7)

where µi is the model of linear combination of templates
at pixel i, and k is the map of observed counts which is
just the single 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV "-ray Fermi

masked map. Our model is composed of a 5 templates
with 2 free parameters:

µi = Backi + (2# #)2 · SphDMi + #2 ·DarkDiski(8)

+ #(2 # #) ·MixedDMi + $ · Isoi.

The Backi template comes from our DRAGON run and
is kept fixed for a specific set of assumption on the ISRF,
the SphDMi refers to the term in eq. 6 that is propor-
tional to %2sph, the DarkDiski template refers to the term
in eq. 6 proportional to %2DD and the MixedDMi tem-
plate to the 2%sph · %DD term. # refers to the ratio of
local DM density to the DD over the spherical halo given
in eq. 5. The Isoi template includes the contribution
of DM annihilations in very dim subhalos of the Milky
Way, the contribution of DM extragalactic annihilations,
the extragalactic background from other sources and the
possible CR contamination. We use HEALPix [29] with
Nside = 4 but that will be checked.

if NFW and Einsato don’t di!er that much we
will know from the fit so the table content may
change. This is only an indication of what we will
put here.

IV. DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION
CONTINUUM AND CR SIGNALS

We use our 1! upper limits on the cross-section of
W+W!, bb̄, &+&!, µ+µ! and e+e! channels for the
case of 130 GeV and 142 GeV giving 2 lines. I)Check
consistency with antiproton constraints
II)Check consistency with leptonic data (i..e not above
the data)
III)Show continuum spectra for these cases

We study 2massesx5channelsx2cases. 1 DD con-
tributes 1/2 of the DM density or 1/10 of the DM density.
Also for the 130 GeV case with 1/2 the DM density

into the DD for muons and electrons check ISRF models
(that I produced before).

V. CONCLUSIONS

Punch line 1:
Comparison with VLII and aextrapolations. VLII as-
sumptions give less than the seen gamma lines events.
Extrapolations to very small substructure predict too
many line photons.
Punch line 2:

The gamma-ray lines data for part III are/ are not in
agreement with the picture of a significant DD. IF DD is
very weak what happens? If we need a week DD how do
we explain the finding of Meng and Doug?
Punch line 3:

The antiprotons and the leptons do not mesh up the hole
picture. If they do what do we need? (propagation prop-
erties of the galaxy (discussion of paper with Carmelo
Luca Dario )).
We predict so much flux from the continuum. They

are OK with respect to the data (that we know from our
first paper).
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Index ”a” mcut (M!) biased anti-biased

2.0 1.0!10"6 96 87
2.0 1.0 20.8 20.4
1.9 1.0!10"6 16.3 10.2
1.9 1.0!103 5.46 3.90
1.9 2.0!104 4.02 2.99

TABLE II: Number of 111 and 129 GeV lines photons con-
tributing to the DM subhalo di!use lines component, for vari-
ous choices of subhalo distributions, using cross section which
fits GC (using cross section which fits whole sky instead, will
scale all values by a factor of " 3/9.8 = 0.3). We show re-
sults for di!erent subhalo mass function spectral index a and
lower mass cut-o! mcut, and for biased and anti-biased distri-
butions.

129 GeV !-rays component, which though decreases the
isotropic component photons down to !190-230.
While for the anti-biased distribution we find more

events from fewer sources than the biased distribution,
since the subhalo concentration has a sharper dependence
on Galactocentric radius with higher luminous subhalos
closer to the GC, here the trend is reversed when sum-
ming over the whole population of dim sources.

IV. DIFFUSE !-RAY LINES EMISSION FROM
DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION

As discussed in II the !-ray lines centered at 111 and
129 GeV that are observed in the sky originate from com-
bination of sources. We mask out the contribution from
the 16 point sources detected at [23] with one photon at
energies between 100-140 GeV. We also mask out the ex-
tended sources (galaxy clusters) where a similar excess
of 100-140 GeV !-rays has been observed [22]. We use
a mask of 0.5! in radius for each of the 16 the point
sources of [23] and a 4! radius mask for the targets of
[22]. The remaining contribution to the 111 and the
129 GeV lines may come from the di!use !-rays emis-
sion due to DM annihilations in the main halo and its
dark disk, from background !-rays produced in the Milky
Way, from DM annihilation at small scale substructures
in the Milky Way (that we have not yet identified as
point sources) and from other isotropically distributed
extragalactic astrophysical sources. DM annihilation in
extragalactic structures and CR contamination will give
an additional isotropic component. In Fig. 2 we show
the 4" sky after implementing our mask on the 16 point
sources and the 6 extended ones.
The DM annihilation rate in any part of the Galaxy is

given by:

"ann =
1

2m2
!
"#ann | v |# (6)

$
!

$2sph + $2DD + 2$sph · $DD + $2sub
"

,

with "#ann|v|# the annihilation cross-section taken to be
the same for both the DM particles in the dark disk,

FIG. 2: !-ray events (ULTRACLEAN class) with energy of
111±5 and 129±6 GeV after 4 yrs of collection by Fermi-LAT.
We mask out the 16 point sources of [23] and the 6 extended
sources of [22] (see text for more details). We present !-ray
events in Mollweide projection using HEALPix [49].

the spherical halo and the substructures. For the case of
Sommerfeld enhancement these cross-sections are in gen-
eral di!erent, because of the dependence of the annihila-
tion cross-section to the velocity dispersion of dark mat-
ter [50–53] and the fact that for the DM particles in the
DD the dispersion is suppressed by a factor of 5-6 com-
pared to that in the spherical halo components [39]; with
subhalos having even lower velocity dispersions. Thus for
Sommerfeld enhanced models the dark disk contribution
to CRs and !-rays can be much more significant [54] (see
also [55] for a discussion on the impact of subhalos).
In fitting to the 2 !-ray line full sky data we probe the

prompt !-ray DM annihilation component of the spec-
trum which is directly related to the annihilation rate in
eq. 6.
We use the masked full sky data with energies 111± 5

GeV and 129±6 GeV. We perform a maximum likelihood
fit calculating the log-likelihood based on [56]:

lnL =
#

i

ki lnµi % µi % ln(ki!), (7)

where µi is the model of linear combination of templates
at pixel i, and k is the map of observed counts which is
just the single 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV !-ray Fermi
masked map. Our di!use !-ray model is composed of 6
templates with 4 free parameters:

µi = N · Backi +A · [(2% %)2 · SphDMi (8)

+ %2 ·DarkDiski + %(2 % %) ·MixedDMi

+ SubDMi] +B · Isoi.

The Backi template comes from our DRAGON run and
is kept fixed modulo a normalization N for a specific
set of assumptions on the ISM and ISRF, the SphDMi

refers to the term in eq. 6 that is proportional to $2sph.
The DarkDiski template refers to the term in eq. 6 pro-
portional to $2DD and the MixedDMi template to the
2$sph · $DD term. The contribution of dim Galactic DM
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the spherical halo and the substructures. For the case of
Sommerfeld enhancement these cross-sections are in gen-
eral di!erent, because of the dependence of the annihila-
tion cross-section to the velocity dispersion of dark mat-
ter [50–53] and the fact that for the DM particles in the
DD the dispersion is suppressed by a factor of 5-6 com-
pared to that in the spherical halo components [39]; with
subhalos having even lower velocity dispersions. Thus for
Sommerfeld enhanced models the dark disk contribution
to CRs and !-rays can be much more significant [54] (see
also [55] for a discussion on the impact of subhalos).
In fitting to the 2 !-ray line full sky data we probe the

prompt !-ray DM annihilation component of the spec-
trum which is directly related to the annihilation rate in
eq. 6.
We use the masked full sky data with energies 111± 5

GeV and 129±6 GeV. We perform a maximum likelihood
fit calculating the log-likelihood based on [56]:

lnL =
#

i

ki lnµi % µi % ln(ki!), (7)

where µi is the model of linear combination of templates
at pixel i, and k is the map of observed counts which is
just the single 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV !-ray Fermi
masked map. Our di!use !-ray model is composed of 6
templates with 4 free parameters:

µi = N · Backi +A · [(2% %)2 · SphDMi (8)

+ %2 ·DarkDiski + %(2 % %) ·MixedDMi

+ SubDMi] +B · Isoi.

The Backi template comes from our DRAGON run and
is kept fixed modulo a normalization N for a specific
set of assumptions on the ISM and ISRF, the SphDMi

refers to the term in eq. 6 that is proportional to $2sph.
The DarkDiski template refers to the term in eq. 6 pro-
portional to $2DD and the MixedDMi template to the
2$sph · $DD term. The contribution of dim Galactic DM
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Index ”a” mcut (M!) biased anti-biased

2.0 1.0!10"6 96 87
2.0 1.0 20.8 20.4
1.9 1.0!10"6 16.3 10.2
1.9 1.0!103 5.46 3.90
1.9 2.0!104 4.02 2.99

TABLE II: Number of 111 and 129 GeV lines photons con-
tributing to the DM subhalo di!use lines component, for vari-
ous choices of subhalo distributions, using cross section which
fits GC (using cross section which fits whole sky instead, will
scale all values by a factor of " 3/9.8 = 0.3). We show re-
sults for di!erent subhalo mass function spectral index a and
lower mass cut-o! mcut, and for biased and anti-biased distri-
butions.

129 GeV !-rays component, which though decreases the
isotropic component photons down to !190-230.
While for the anti-biased distribution we find more

events from fewer sources than the biased distribution,
since the subhalo concentration has a sharper dependence
on Galactocentric radius with higher luminous subhalos
closer to the GC, here the trend is reversed when sum-
ming over the whole population of dim sources.

IV. DIFFUSE !-RAY LINES EMISSION FROM
DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION

As discussed in II the !-ray lines centered at 111 and
129 GeV that are observed in the sky originate from com-
bination of sources. We mask out the contribution from
the 16 point sources detected at [23] with one photon at
energies between 100-140 GeV. We also mask out the ex-
tended sources (galaxy clusters) where a similar excess
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with "#ann|v|# the annihilation cross-section taken to be
the same for both the DM particles in the dark disk,

FIG. 2: !-ray events (ULTRACLEAN class) with energy of
111±5 and 129±6 GeV after 4 yrs of collection by Fermi-LAT.
We mask out the 16 point sources of [23] and the 6 extended
sources of [22] (see text for more details). We present !-ray
events in Mollweide projection using HEALPix [49].
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Sommerfeld enhancement these cross-sections are in gen-
eral di!erent, because of the dependence of the annihila-
tion cross-section to the velocity dispersion of dark mat-
ter [50–53] and the fact that for the DM particles in the
DD the dispersion is suppressed by a factor of 5-6 com-
pared to that in the spherical halo components [39]; with
subhalos having even lower velocity dispersions. Thus for
Sommerfeld enhanced models the dark disk contribution
to CRs and !-rays can be much more significant [54] (see
also [55] for a discussion on the impact of subhalos).
In fitting to the 2 !-ray line full sky data we probe the

prompt !-ray DM annihilation component of the spec-
trum which is directly related to the annihilation rate in
eq. 6.
We use the masked full sky data with energies 111± 5

GeV and 129±6 GeV. We perform a maximum likelihood
fit calculating the log-likelihood based on [56]:

lnL =
#

i

ki lnµi % µi % ln(ki!), (7)

where µi is the model of linear combination of templates
at pixel i, and k is the map of observed counts which is
just the single 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV !-ray Fermi
masked map. Our di!use !-ray model is composed of 6
templates with 4 free parameters:

µi = N · Backi +A · [(2% %)2 · SphDMi (8)

+ %2 ·DarkDiski + %(2 % %) ·MixedDMi

+ SubDMi] +B · Isoi.

The Backi template comes from our DRAGON run and
is kept fixed modulo a normalization N for a specific
set of assumptions on the ISM and ISRF, the SphDMi

refers to the term in eq. 6 that is proportional to $2sph.
The DarkDiski template refers to the term in eq. 6 pro-
portional to $2DD and the MixedDMi template to the
2$sph · $DD term. The contribution of dim Galactic DM
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their contribution to the continuum !-rays spectrum in
the | l |< 5!, | b |< 5! observation window have been de-
rived. Typically, DM models have sizable branching ra-
tios into more than one of these channels. Yet apart from
the "" !" µ+µ" channel and mainly the "" !" e+e"

channel, in all the other annihilation channels to SM par-
ticles with a continuum spectrum, the !-ray DM signal
at 111 and 129 GeV can not be explained/mimicked by
the continuum spectrum. Thus it originates from the
annihilation into Z! and 2!. For "" !" e+e" and
"" !" µ+µ", the final state radiation (FSR) and virtual
internal bremsstrahlung (VIB) can contribute to the line
signal as discussed in [1, 19].
For simplicity we assume that the DM induced !-rays

with energy 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV come from
the annihilation of a 129 GeV DM particle into Z! and
2! respectively. Alternatively, these !-ray lines could
come from h! and Z! for the case of a 142 GeV DM
particle. The relevant ratio of the luminosity of two lines
is taken to be 1/2 for the 111/129 GeV lines as suggested
in [23], thus, for the case of 129 GeV DM particle, the
annihilation cross-sections to Z! and 2! are assumed to
be the same.
For the DM distribution we assume that it is a combi-

nation of a spherically symmetric ”main” DM halo and a
dark disk (DD). For the main halo we assume a spherical
Einasto DM profile:

#sph(r) = #Ein exp

!
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, (1)

using $ = 0.13, 0.17, 0.22 [38] with rc = 20 kpc. The
values of $ = 0.13(0.22) result in a more (less) cuspy DM
distribution. The density normalization parameter #Ein

is set in terms of the local DM density, after including a
contribution of the DD.
The profile of the DD component is assumed to be

described by [39]

#DD(R, z) = #0DD
exp
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1.68 (R# !R)
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0.693 |z|
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where R1/2 and z1/2 are the half mass scale lengths in the
Galactic plane and perpendicular to the Galactic plane,
respectively, and R# = 8.5 kpc. Here R is the cylindrical
radial coordinate.
The ratio of the local DM density in the dark disk to

the local DM density in the spherical halo #0DD
/#0sph

typically range between 0.2-1.5 [39], with the higher ra-
tios being related to higher mass densities in the thick
stellar disk rather than in the thin stellar disk. The
thick stellar disk can be populated by thin stellar disk
stars, if the thin stellar disk gets heated by very massive,
high-redshift mergers. Another cause could be multiple
pro-grate and low inclination mergers [39].
In the template analysis performed below we will re-

strict to the case:

%/2 # #0DD
/(#0sph + #0DD

) $ 0.5. (3)

fixing [40, 41]:

#0sph + #0DD
= 0.4 GeV cm"3. (4)

Regarding the dark disc thickness, some authors [42]
have suggested thicker disks, while thinner and less sig-
nificant dark disks can also be the case; keeping in the
parametrization of eq. 2 R1/2 = 11.7 fixed [39], we will
test the half mass scale length values of z1/2 = 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 3.0 kpc.
In the standard model for cosmology, cold DM struc-

tures form hierarchically, with small DM halos collaps-
ing first and subsequently merging into larger and larger
objects. Since tidal disruption may only be partially ef-
fective, massive DM halos, such as the halo of our own
Galaxy, are expected to contain a vast population of sub-
halos, with mass spanning from a tiny seed mass up to a
fraction of the hosting halo mass. The minimum mass is
essentially associated to the free-streaming scale of DM
particles, in turns depending on their temperature of ki-
netic decoupling in the early Universe; for WIMPs the
minimum mass can be as small as about mcut = 10"6M#

[43, 44], much lighter than the dwarf galaxy scale, pos-
sibly to the smallest environment which can host stellar
populations and hence a luminous counterpart. Because
of the highly non-linear nature of the merging process,
up to now the only e!cient technique to model in detail
DM halos is the use of numerical N-body simulations; in-
deed large populations of substructures have been found
in such studies. We will assume as primary reference in
our analysis results from Via Lactea II (VLII)[45], one
of the highest resolution simulations up to date of Milky
Way-sized CDM halo (virial mass Mh = 1.9% 1012M#),
with over one billion DM ”particles” and nominal mass
resolution of about 4100 M# (numerical e"ects appear
to enter well above this scale, possibly a"ecting the sub-
halo mass spectrum up to about & 3 % 106M#). In
our analysis we will discuss both the DM pair annihi-
lation associated to individual DM substructures as well
as the collective e"ect from the whole subhalo popula-
tion; in both respects, the resolution of the simulations
appears insu!cient to properly model the expected sig-
nals. Our approach will then be to use the simulation
results to properly calibrate the necessary extrapolations
to smaller masses: tuning, at given Galactocentric ra-
dius, the subhalo pericenter distribution and applying a
recipe for taking into account tidal stripping e"ects, we
derive a model which reproduces fairly well the subhalo
mass function and the distribution in halo concentration
as a function of radius in the VLII simulation, and we
use it as a prediction below its resolution (some details
about our approach are given in Appendix A).
The general trends in the DM subhalo distribution can

be understood from the fact that more massive objects
are more prone to tidal stripping than the less massive
ones, because they typically have smaller average density,
reflecting the fact that they collapsed later in the cosmic
history at a lower average background density. As the
result, when going toward the center of the host halo,
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their contribution to the continuum !-rays spectrum in
the | l |< 5!, | b |< 5! observation window have been de-
rived. Typically, DM models have sizable branching ra-
tios into more than one of these channels. Yet apart from
the "" !" µ+µ" channel and mainly the "" !" e+e"

channel, in all the other annihilation channels to SM par-
ticles with a continuum spectrum, the !-ray DM signal
at 111 and 129 GeV can not be explained/mimicked by
the continuum spectrum. Thus it originates from the
annihilation into Z! and 2!. For "" !" e+e" and
"" !" µ+µ", the final state radiation (FSR) and virtual
internal bremsstrahlung (VIB) can contribute to the line
signal as discussed in [1, 19].
For simplicity we assume that the DM induced !-rays

with energy 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV come from
the annihilation of a 129 GeV DM particle into Z! and
2! respectively. Alternatively, these !-ray lines could
come from h! and Z! for the case of a 142 GeV DM
particle. The relevant ratio of the luminosity of two lines
is taken to be 1/2 for the 111/129 GeV lines as suggested
in [23], thus, for the case of 129 GeV DM particle, the
annihilation cross-sections to Z! and 2! are assumed to
be the same.
For the DM distribution we assume that it is a combi-

nation of a spherically symmetric ”main” DM halo and a
dark disk (DD). For the main halo we assume a spherical
Einasto DM profile:
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using $ = 0.13, 0.17, 0.22 [38] with rc = 20 kpc. The
values of $ = 0.13(0.22) result in a more (less) cuspy DM
distribution. The density normalization parameter #Ein

is set in terms of the local DM density, after including a
contribution of the DD.
The profile of the DD component is assumed to be

described by [39]
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where R1/2 and z1/2 are the half mass scale lengths in the
Galactic plane and perpendicular to the Galactic plane,
respectively, and R# = 8.5 kpc. Here R is the cylindrical
radial coordinate.
The ratio of the local DM density in the dark disk to

the local DM density in the spherical halo #0DD
/#0sph

typically range between 0.2-1.5 [39], with the higher ra-
tios being related to higher mass densities in the thick
stellar disk rather than in the thin stellar disk. The
thick stellar disk can be populated by thin stellar disk
stars, if the thin stellar disk gets heated by very massive,
high-redshift mergers. Another cause could be multiple
pro-grate and low inclination mergers [39].
In the template analysis performed below we will re-

strict to the case:

%/2 # #0DD
/(#0sph + #0DD

) $ 0.5. (3)

fixing [40, 41]:

#0sph + #0DD
= 0.4 GeV cm"3. (4)

Regarding the dark disc thickness, some authors [42]
have suggested thicker disks, while thinner and less sig-
nificant dark disks can also be the case; keeping in the
parametrization of eq. 2 R1/2 = 11.7 fixed [39], we will
test the half mass scale length values of z1/2 = 0.5, 1.0,
1.5, 3.0 kpc.
In the standard model for cosmology, cold DM struc-

tures form hierarchically, with small DM halos collaps-
ing first and subsequently merging into larger and larger
objects. Since tidal disruption may only be partially ef-
fective, massive DM halos, such as the halo of our own
Galaxy, are expected to contain a vast population of sub-
halos, with mass spanning from a tiny seed mass up to a
fraction of the hosting halo mass. The minimum mass is
essentially associated to the free-streaming scale of DM
particles, in turns depending on their temperature of ki-
netic decoupling in the early Universe; for WIMPs the
minimum mass can be as small as about mcut = 10"6M#

[43, 44], much lighter than the dwarf galaxy scale, pos-
sibly to the smallest environment which can host stellar
populations and hence a luminous counterpart. Because
of the highly non-linear nature of the merging process,
up to now the only e!cient technique to model in detail
DM halos is the use of numerical N-body simulations; in-
deed large populations of substructures have been found
in such studies. We will assume as primary reference in
our analysis results from Via Lactea II (VLII)[45], one
of the highest resolution simulations up to date of Milky
Way-sized CDM halo (virial mass Mh = 1.9% 1012M#),
with over one billion DM ”particles” and nominal mass
resolution of about 4100 M# (numerical e"ects appear
to enter well above this scale, possibly a"ecting the sub-
halo mass spectrum up to about & 3 % 106M#). In
our analysis we will discuss both the DM pair annihi-
lation associated to individual DM substructures as well
as the collective e"ect from the whole subhalo popula-
tion; in both respects, the resolution of the simulations
appears insu!cient to properly model the expected sig-
nals. Our approach will then be to use the simulation
results to properly calibrate the necessary extrapolations
to smaller masses: tuning, at given Galactocentric ra-
dius, the subhalo pericenter distribution and applying a
recipe for taking into account tidal stripping e"ects, we
derive a model which reproduces fairly well the subhalo
mass function and the distribution in halo concentration
as a function of radius in the VLII simulation, and we
use it as a prediction below its resolution (some details
about our approach are given in Appendix A).
The general trends in the DM subhalo distribution can

be understood from the fact that more massive objects
are more prone to tidal stripping than the less massive
ones, because they typically have smaller average density,
reflecting the fact that they collapsed later in the cosmic
history at a lower average background density. As the
result, when going toward the center of the host halo,
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DM profiles / Backgrounds !v Fiso Back ph. DM ph. Iso ph. TS

Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back A 1.5 (4.5) 5.73 1146 40 (121) 214 9.1
Ein. (" = 0.17) / Back A 2.2 (7.1) 5.55 1146 43 (138) 207 6.1
Ein. (" = 0.22) / Back A 2.7 (8.5) 5.38 1157 41 (127) 201 2.8
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back B 1.6 (4.8) 5.87 1134 44 (129) 219 11.9
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back C 1.5 (4.6) 5.81 1144 39 (124) 217 9.2
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back D 1.3 (4.3) 6.05 1137 36 (115) 226 7.8

TABLE III: The values of relevant parameters for various assumptions on the Galactic di!use background and the distribution
of DM spherical halo ignoring the contribution of DD (# = 0) and subhalos. Second column gives the best fit annihilation
cross-section assuming equal annihilation cross-sections to the two lines; !!v"!Z = !!v"!! # !v in units of $10!28 cm3 s!1.
Fiso is the calculated isotropic flux at 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1. Columns 4-6
refer to the 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV photons in the Background, DM and Isotropic di!use components as predicted by
the fitted values of N , A and B of eq. 8. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal. Values in parentheses refer to
3! upper limits on the DM annihilation cross-section.

DM profiles / Backgrounds !v Fiso Back ph. DM ph. Iso ph. TS

Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 2.8 5.72 1143 43 213 8.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.0 / Back A 2.6 5.69 1144 42 212 8.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.5 / Back A 2.5 5.64 1146 43 210 7.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 3.0 / Back A 2.4 5.60 1145 45 209 7.6
Ein. (" = 0.17); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.2 5.56 1143 49 208 5.6
Ein. (" = 0.22); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.7 5.40 1154 43 201 2.4
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back B 3.1 5.91 1130 48 221 11.5
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back C 2.8 5.79 1141 43 216 9.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back D 2.5 6.04 1135 38 225 7.5

TABLE IV: The values of relevant parameters for various assumptions on the Galactic di!use background, the distribution
of DM spherical halo and the DD assuming the maximal DD contribution (# = 1) and ignoring the contribution of subhalos.
Second column is as in Table III, Fiso is in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1 and !v is in units of $10!28 cm3 s!1.
Columns 4-6 refer to the 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV photons in Back, DM and Iso components predicted by the fitted values
of N , A and B. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal.

more cored (flat) Burkert DM profile for the main halo
in the inner kpcs does not give a better fit to the 111 and
129 GeV lines distribution in agreement with the findings
of [3] and [2] performed in subsections of the sky.

Using the model of ! = 0.13 for the Einasto DM den-
sity profile that provides the best fit, we also test di!er-
ent di!use background models (”Back A”-”Back D”) to
account for uncertainties in the interstellar medium gas
distribution and interstellar radiation field distribution.
We find that in all cases a DM component is preferred by
the fit at !2-3 " significance for the cuspier DM models
(1-sided since in our fits we allow for the DM component
to be even negative), and accounting for about 35-45 pho-
tons (cross-sections of ""v# = 1.3$ 2.7% 10!28 cm3s!1)
[71]. As with ”Back A” the cuspier DM profiles are pre-
ferred for the tested backgrounds. Our ”Back A” is the
same as the reference model described in [35], which was
shown to provide a good agreement to the 4# sky and in
energies between 1 and 200 GeV and has also been cross-
checked to local CR measurements. Model ”Back B” as-
sumes a di!erent distribution for the molecular hydrogen
gas component that is dominant at lower latitudes and
toward the GC where many of the 111 and 129 GeV pho-
ton excess have been claimed (see [35] for more details).
”Back C” and ”Back D” Galactic di!use models assume,
respectively, an enhanced ISRF energy density distribu-

tion toward the disk and a minimal metallicity gradient
[57]. The latter assumption a!ects both the morphology
and the spectrum of the ISRF and as a result the $-rays
produced via Compton up-scattering of these photons by
high energy CR electrons. These background models are
discussed in further detail in [35]. They have not been
constructed to study just the Galactic $-ray background
at &110-130 GeV, but instead the general uncertainties
in the Galactic di!use $-rays between 1-200 GeV, in the
full sky and in subsections of it.

Since in our fits we also allow for an isotropic com-
ponent we can calculate the isotropic flux at these en-
ergy ranges, taking into account also the Galactic di!use
background uncertainties. We find that ! 210$230 pho-
tons can be accounted by that component. This gives an
isotropic flux of 5.6-6.1 %10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1

which is in agreement with the extragalactic isotropic $-
ray flux of [58] described by dN/dE ' E!2.41±0.05 mea-
sured between 200 MeV and 100 GeV. The ! 210$ 230
photons of the isotropic component can also be used to
set approximate limits on the contribution from DM ha-
los at extragalactic distances.

We find that adding a dark disk component does not
significantly change the fit to the data from the case of
having only a spherical DM halo contribution. That is
for any choice of di!use background or spherical DM halo

Testing different assumptions and robustness 
of DM template signal
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FIG. 3: The !-ray templates as can be used in eq. 8. Top left : the Galactic di!use background template including the "0,
inverse Compton scattering and bremsstrahlung components at energies of 111±5 and 129±6 GeV. We show the ”Back A”
model. Top right : the di!use DM spherical halo component assuming an Einasto with # = 0.13 profile. Bottom left : di!use
emission from the combined spherical and dark disk DM distributions, assuming a maximal dark disk ($ = 1), which results in
showing the ”SphDM”+ ”DarkDisk” + ”MixedDM” combined template. We use Einasto profile with # = 0.13 for the spherical
and z1/2 = 0.5 kpc for the scale hight of the dark disk. Bottom right : the DM di!use subhalo template ”SubDM” for biased
distribution with mcut = 10!6M" together with the spherical DM halo ”SphDM” template (Einasto with # = 0.13) . We use
Mollweide projection. To demonstrate the di!erent morphologies, each template is normalized to 1 at the GC. Dark blue (dark
grey) color refers to a flux suppressed by a factor of 10!5 compared to the GC in each template. In eq. 8 we use the calculated
flux values from the DRAGON package.

subhalos to the di!use !-rays is included in the ”SubDM”
(related to the "2sub term in eq. 6), where as described ear-
lier we have masked out the brightest possibly detected
members. # refers to the ratio of local DM density of
the DD over the spherical halo given in eq. 3. The Isoi
template includes the contribution of DM extragalactic
annihilations, the extragalactic background from other
sources and the possible CR contamination. We also
multiply the model map by the total FRONT+BACK-
converted ULTRACLEAN photons exposure map and
multiply by the mask. In Figure 3 for specific choices
we show 4 di!erent templates. On top left a specific
model (”Back A”) for the Galactic di!use background
is shown at the energies of interest. On top right we
plot the ”SphDM” template for an Einasto DM spherical
halo profile with $ = 0.13, and on bottom left we show
the combined DM spherical and dark disk for # = 1
(”SphDM”+ ”DarkDisk” + ”MixedDM”). The DM sub-
halos contribution (”SubDM”) is given in the bottom
right. We use HEALPix [49] with Nside = 128 which
represents closer the angular resolution of Fermi LAT at

these energies [70].

We also calculate the significance of a DM contribution
from the di!use by the test statistic, where

TS ! "2ln
Lnull

Lbestfit
. (9)

Lbestfit allows for the DM to contribute, while in Lnull

we set the DM di!use component to zero and refit the
other two di!use components. Our results are shown in
Tables III-V.
Ignoring first both the contribution of a dark disk and

the DM subhalos, we find that the more cuspy DM pro-
files for the main/spherical halo that lead to less DM
contribution to the di!use !-ray spectrum away from the
Galactic center, provide a larger positive fit to the 4% sky
(see Table III). Yet the significance of that is not very
large (TS = 9.1/9.2 and 11.9 in the best cases). An even

DM positive TS is independent of diffuse background assumptions (taken to be 
within the studied range of background uncertainties).
DM distribution profile cuspy-ness is as suggested from smaller angular windows 
gives a positive TS only for the most concentrated DM profiles. DM decay CAN 
NOT explain such a line signal morphologically neither in small nor at large 
angular scales.
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Fiso is the calculated isotropic flux at 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1. Columns 4-6
refer to the 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV photons in the Background, DM and Isotropic di!use components as predicted by
the fitted values of N , A and B of eq. 8. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal. Values in parentheses refer to
3! upper limits on the DM annihilation cross-section.

DM profiles / Backgrounds !v Fiso Back ph. DM ph. Iso ph. TS

Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 2.8 5.72 1143 43 213 8.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.0 / Back A 2.6 5.69 1144 42 212 8.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.5 / Back A 2.5 5.64 1146 43 210 7.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 3.0 / Back A 2.4 5.60 1145 45 209 7.6
Ein. (" = 0.17); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.2 5.56 1143 49 208 5.6
Ein. (" = 0.22); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.7 5.40 1154 43 201 2.4
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back B 3.1 5.91 1130 48 221 11.5
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back C 2.8 5.79 1141 43 216 9.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back D 2.5 6.04 1135 38 225 7.5

TABLE IV: The values of relevant parameters for various assumptions on the Galactic di!use background, the distribution
of DM spherical halo and the DD assuming the maximal DD contribution (# = 1) and ignoring the contribution of subhalos.
Second column is as in Table III, Fiso is in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1 and !v is in units of $10!28 cm3 s!1.
Columns 4-6 refer to the 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV photons in Back, DM and Iso components predicted by the fitted values
of N , A and B. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal.

more cored (flat) Burkert DM profile for the main halo
in the inner kpcs does not give a better fit to the 111 and
129 GeV lines distribution in agreement with the findings
of [3] and [2] performed in subsections of the sky.

Using the model of ! = 0.13 for the Einasto DM den-
sity profile that provides the best fit, we also test di!er-
ent di!use background models (”Back A”-”Back D”) to
account for uncertainties in the interstellar medium gas
distribution and interstellar radiation field distribution.
We find that in all cases a DM component is preferred by
the fit at !2-3 " significance for the cuspier DM models
(1-sided since in our fits we allow for the DM component
to be even negative), and accounting for about 35-45 pho-
tons (cross-sections of ""v# = 1.3$ 2.7% 10!28 cm3s!1)
[71]. As with ”Back A” the cuspier DM profiles are pre-
ferred for the tested backgrounds. Our ”Back A” is the
same as the reference model described in [35], which was
shown to provide a good agreement to the 4# sky and in
energies between 1 and 200 GeV and has also been cross-
checked to local CR measurements. Model ”Back B” as-
sumes a di!erent distribution for the molecular hydrogen
gas component that is dominant at lower latitudes and
toward the GC where many of the 111 and 129 GeV pho-
ton excess have been claimed (see [35] for more details).
”Back C” and ”Back D” Galactic di!use models assume,
respectively, an enhanced ISRF energy density distribu-

tion toward the disk and a minimal metallicity gradient
[57]. The latter assumption a!ects both the morphology
and the spectrum of the ISRF and as a result the $-rays
produced via Compton up-scattering of these photons by
high energy CR electrons. These background models are
discussed in further detail in [35]. They have not been
constructed to study just the Galactic $-ray background
at &110-130 GeV, but instead the general uncertainties
in the Galactic di!use $-rays between 1-200 GeV, in the
full sky and in subsections of it.

Since in our fits we also allow for an isotropic com-
ponent we can calculate the isotropic flux at these en-
ergy ranges, taking into account also the Galactic di!use
background uncertainties. We find that ! 210$230 pho-
tons can be accounted by that component. This gives an
isotropic flux of 5.6-6.1 %10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1

which is in agreement with the extragalactic isotropic $-
ray flux of [58] described by dN/dE ' E!2.41±0.05 mea-
sured between 200 MeV and 100 GeV. The ! 210$ 230
photons of the isotropic component can also be used to
set approximate limits on the contribution from DM ha-
los at extragalactic distances.

We find that adding a dark disk component does not
significantly change the fit to the data from the case of
having only a spherical DM halo contribution. That is
for any choice of di!use background or spherical DM halo

Only a thin dark disk, 
is preferred by the 
template fits (morpho-
logically). Our isotropic 
gamma-ray calculations 
also add up into the 
isotropic gamma-ray 
measurement. 
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DM profiles / Backgrounds !v Fiso Back ph. DM ph. Iso ph. TS

Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back A 1.5 (4.5) 5.73 1146 40 (121) 214 9.1
Ein. (" = 0.17) / Back A 2.2 (7.1) 5.55 1146 43 (138) 207 6.1
Ein. (" = 0.22) / Back A 2.7 (8.5) 5.38 1157 41 (127) 201 2.8
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back B 1.6 (4.8) 5.87 1134 44 (129) 219 11.9
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back C 1.5 (4.6) 5.81 1144 39 (124) 217 9.2
Ein. (" = 0.13) / Back D 1.3 (4.3) 6.05 1137 36 (115) 226 7.8

TABLE III: The values of relevant parameters for various assumptions on the Galactic di!use background and the distribution
of DM spherical halo ignoring the contribution of DD (# = 0) and subhalos. Second column gives the best fit annihilation
cross-section assuming equal annihilation cross-sections to the two lines; !!v"!Z = !!v"!! # !v in units of $10!28 cm3 s!1.
Fiso is the calculated isotropic flux at 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1. Columns 4-6
refer to the 111 ± 5 GeV and 129 ± 6 GeV photons in the Background, DM and Isotropic di!use components as predicted by
the fitted values of N , A and B of eq. 8. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal. Values in parentheses refer to
3! upper limits on the DM annihilation cross-section.

DM profiles / Backgrounds !v Fiso Back ph. DM ph. Iso ph. TS

Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 2.8 5.72 1143 43 213 8.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.0 / Back A 2.6 5.69 1144 42 212 8.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 1.5 / Back A 2.5 5.64 1146 43 210 7.7
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 3.0 / Back A 2.4 5.60 1145 45 209 7.6
Ein. (" = 0.17); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.2 5.56 1143 49 208 5.6
Ein. (" = 0.22); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back A 4.7 5.40 1154 43 201 2.4
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back B 3.1 5.91 1130 48 221 11.5
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back C 2.8 5.79 1141 43 216 9.0
Ein. (" = 0.13); DD z1/2 = 0.5 / Back D 2.5 6.04 1135 38 225 7.5

TABLE IV: The values of relevant parameters for various assumptions on the Galactic di!use background, the distribution
of DM spherical halo and the DD assuming the maximal DD contribution (# = 1) and ignoring the contribution of subhalos.
Second column is as in Table III, Fiso is in units of $10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1 and !v is in units of $10!28 cm3 s!1.
Columns 4-6 refer to the 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV photons in Back, DM and Iso components predicted by the fitted values
of N , A and B. Last column gives the TS for detection of DM signal.

more cored (flat) Burkert DM profile for the main halo
in the inner kpcs does not give a better fit to the 111 and
129 GeV lines distribution in agreement with the findings
of [3] and [2] performed in subsections of the sky.

Using the model of ! = 0.13 for the Einasto DM den-
sity profile that provides the best fit, we also test di!er-
ent di!use background models (”Back A”-”Back D”) to
account for uncertainties in the interstellar medium gas
distribution and interstellar radiation field distribution.
We find that in all cases a DM component is preferred by
the fit at !2-3 " significance for the cuspier DM models
(1-sided since in our fits we allow for the DM component
to be even negative), and accounting for about 35-45 pho-
tons (cross-sections of ""v# = 1.3$ 2.7% 10!28 cm3s!1)
[71]. As with ”Back A” the cuspier DM profiles are pre-
ferred for the tested backgrounds. Our ”Back A” is the
same as the reference model described in [35], which was
shown to provide a good agreement to the 4# sky and in
energies between 1 and 200 GeV and has also been cross-
checked to local CR measurements. Model ”Back B” as-
sumes a di!erent distribution for the molecular hydrogen
gas component that is dominant at lower latitudes and
toward the GC where many of the 111 and 129 GeV pho-
ton excess have been claimed (see [35] for more details).
”Back C” and ”Back D” Galactic di!use models assume,
respectively, an enhanced ISRF energy density distribu-

tion toward the disk and a minimal metallicity gradient
[57]. The latter assumption a!ects both the morphology
and the spectrum of the ISRF and as a result the $-rays
produced via Compton up-scattering of these photons by
high energy CR electrons. These background models are
discussed in further detail in [35]. They have not been
constructed to study just the Galactic $-ray background
at &110-130 GeV, but instead the general uncertainties
in the Galactic di!use $-rays between 1-200 GeV, in the
full sky and in subsections of it.

Since in our fits we also allow for an isotropic com-
ponent we can calculate the isotropic flux at these en-
ergy ranges, taking into account also the Galactic di!use
background uncertainties. We find that ! 210$230 pho-
tons can be accounted by that component. This gives an
isotropic flux of 5.6-6.1 %10!12 GeV!1 cm!2 s!1 sr!1

which is in agreement with the extragalactic isotropic $-
ray flux of [58] described by dN/dE ' E!2.41±0.05 mea-
sured between 200 MeV and 100 GeV. The ! 210$ 230
photons of the isotropic component can also be used to
set approximate limits on the contribution from DM ha-
los at extragalactic distances.

We find that adding a dark disk component does not
significantly change the fit to the data from the case of
having only a spherical DM halo contribution. That is
for any choice of di!use background or spherical DM halo
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Simulation Assump. Q.A Q.B

VLII 0 (0) 0.213 (0.024)
biased - case I 0.0198 (0.00344) 0.473 (0.0874)
biased - case II 0.0139 (0.0024) 0.342 (0.0618)

anti-biased - case I 0.0746 (0.0176) 1.24 (0.296)
anti-biased - case II 0.0898 (0.0196) 1.62 (0.361)

TABLE I: Relevance of substructures for detection of the
monochromatic photons as referred to the questions A to B
as posed in the text, using cross section which fits GC (fits
the whole sky). Answers are provided in case of the subhalo
sample from the VLII simulation itself and from extrapola-
tions of it in case of biased or anti-biased distributions with
the parameter choice mcut = 103 M! & a = 1.9 (case I) and
mcut = 10"6 M! & a = 2 (case II). Changing the overall
normalization of the subhalo number density would shift the
results provided in the table accordingly, e.g., by a factor of
about 2 if adopting the normalization of the Aquarius simu-
lation [46].

volving e!ects of nearby subhalos or voids in a single
random choice). We then turn our analysis to the ex-
trapolated subhalo populations focussing on the biased
and anti-biased distribution and considering two possible
extrapolations for lowest subhalo mass and subhalo mass
spectral index, bracketing extreme possibilities, case I
corresponding to (mcut, a) = (103M!, 1.9) and case II to
(mcut, a) = (10"6M!, 2). The number of line photons
received is computed including only subhalos within the
virial radius since we find that for VLII subhalos only
0.5% of the total photon comes from substructures lying
outside it. On the other hand there is a further uncer-
tainty one should be careful about: by tuning our subhalo
model to the VLII results we are fixing the normaliza-
tion of subhalo number density (above mass resolution)
for the Milky Way halo according to that specific real-
ization; this is a quantity which actually has a certain
scattering among di!erent halo realizations and di!erent
simulations, e.g., referring to the results of the Aquar-
ius simulation [46] we should increase such normalizing
of about a factor of 2, shifting results in Table I by the
same factor.

As a further test, in Table II we report the total num-
ber of monochromatic photons expected from our entire
subhalo populations under a set of di!erent assumptions
for spectral index and cuto! mass. The results are again
shown for biased and anti-biased distributions.

If the photons from unassociated point sources are
from DM annihilation in substructures, their number (9
ULTRACLEAN events) probes the number of photons
from the brighter substructure subsample. Considering
that the number of photons originating from subhalos
that emit more than 0.1 photons in the two lines (i.e.
the results of Question B in Table I), is indicative of
such number of photons, we compare the probability of
having observed 9 (or more) photons for a DM signal
calculated in the VLII sample (0.213 photons), in ex-
trapolation for biased distribution and case I (0.473 pho-

tons), for anti-biased distribution and case I (1.24 pho-
tons), for biased distribution and case II (0.342 photons),
and for anti-biased distribution and case II (1.62 pho-
tons). These probabilities are p = 0.0874 for the back-
ground plus the DM signal stemming from VLII sam-
ple, p = 0.108(0.185) for background plus the DM sig-
nal in the extrapolation for biased (anti-biased) distri-
bution in case I and p = 0.0975(0.23) for background
plus the DM signal in the extrapolation for biased (anti-
biased) distribution in case II. Using the normalization
from Aquarius simulation would increase the number of
subhalos and received photons by a factor of 2, shift-
ing the probabilities to, respectively, p = 0.153(0.344)
and p = 0.127(0.449). Thus the most conservative VLII
assumptions case is marginally favorable than the just
background case. When extrapolating below the mass
resolution, probabilities increase further, reaching rele-
vant levels in optimistic extrapolations. On the other
hand, using the cross section which fits the whole sky
(see section IV), we don’t see much di!erences in the p-
values from having just a background signal. Also, from
Question A, there are no subhalos expected to give more
than 2 photons. One must keep in mind that lowering
the value of cross section by a factor of 3, by going from
!v which fits GC better to the one which fits the whole
sky better, does not simply reduce all the values in Ta-
ble I by the same factor. This is because the photons
produced by each subhalo will decrease; so that some
subhalos which previously gave more than, say, 0.1 pho-
tons; will now give less. The photons coming from such
subhalos are not included anymore. (Similarly with the
numbers of subhalos which give more than 2 photons.)
However, in Table II, all values do lower by the same
factor, because they are the number of photons coming
from all subhalos.

The di!erences between the numbers of photons that
originate from all DM subhalos (Table II) and the num-
bers of photons that originate from DM subhalos that
contribute 10"1 lines photons or more (Q.B) are conser-
vative probes to the di!use contribution from the DM
subhalos at ! 111 and 129 GeV. The VLII sample gives
1.21 " 0.213 = 1.0 DM substructure di!use component
photon, extrapolation for the biased (anti-biased) distri-
bution in the case I 5.46"0.473 = 4.99 (3.9"1.24 = 2.66)
photons, while in case II 96" 0.342 = 95.7 (87" 1.62 =
85.4) photons. An upper (rough) limit to the DM sub-
structure di!use ! 111 and 129 GeV photon component
can be derived by considering it approximately isotropic
and then counting the ! 111 and 129 GeV photons laying
above | b |# 60# times 7.46 (the ratio of 4" to the area of
the sky with | b |# 60#). There are 40 111±5 GeV and 30
129±6 GeV photons above | b |# 60#, i.e. an upper esti-
mate of the ! 111 and 129 GeV photons in the isotropic
component is 522 photons; thus significantly larger than
the 1.0, 4.99 (2.66), or 95.7 (85.4) DM substructure dif-
fuse component photons predictions from VLII and bi-
ased (anti-biased) case I and II. In section IV we have a
more model-dependent estimate of the isotropic 111 and
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FIG. 1: Average DM squared density !!2" associated to sub-
halo population, as a function of Galactocentric radius rg,
for the case of a biased distribution (solid lines) and an anti-
biased distribution (dashed lines), and for a few assumptions
on the values for subhalo mass function a and minimum sub-
halo mass mcut (see the text for details); also shown is the
density squared of the smooth halo component.

the average subhalo density increases and the average
mass decreases. Also, in the inner part of a DM halo the
tidal forces become stronger, possibly making the sub-
halos spatial distribution to be anti-biased with respect
to host density profile: this tendency has been found in
some numerical simulations, see, e.g., [28, 46], while it
has also been claimed that biased or anti-biased distri-
butions may just stem from selection e!ects [27, 45]. The
model in our extrapolation from the VLII results gives a
biased distribution; to bracket uncertainties we consider
also an anti-biased distribution which is instead taken
from [28]. The other parameters entering most critically
in our analysis are the spectral index a for the subhalo
mass function and the minimum subhalo mass mcut. In
Fig. 1 we plot, as a function of Galactocentric radius,
the average DM squared density associated to the full
subhalo population, for two choices of the spectral index,
i.e. a = 1.9 and a = 2, three sample values of the mini-
mum subhalo mass, and for the biased (solid lines) and
anti-biased (dashed lines) distributions; as a comparison
the density squared of the smooth DM halo component,
Eq. 1, with ! = 0.17, is also given.

III. DM SUBSTRUCTURES IN THE MILKY
WAY AND THE 2 "-RAY LINES

In [23], 16 unassociated point sources have been identi-
fied with at least one 100-140 GeV photon for SOURCE
event class . Among those photons, there are 9 photons
in the ULTRACLEAN event class sample with energies
!111 and !129 GeV. Those photons from unassociated
point sources may imply a signal of DM annihilation in
close by substructures. That ansatz can be compared

with predictions from cosmological simulations.
The 2 yr point source catalogue [47] has 575 unas-

sociated point sources. In [23], the 9 ULTRACLEAN
photons at " 111 and 129 GeV lie within a 0.15!/0.3!

radius for FRONT/BACK converted events covering an
area of 0.07/0.28 square degrees. Thus the 575 unasso-
ciated point sources cover at most 1.6# 102 deg2 out of
4.1 # 104 deg2 and would give a conservative upper es-
timate of 5.06 photons out of the 1.3 # 103 [68]. The
probability that 9 or more ULTRACLEAN class photons
out of the 1.3 # 103 photons of the 4" sky fall within
the area covered by the 575 unassociated point sources is
p = 0.0721 [69]. Yet there may also be a bias toward dis-
covering point sources around single high energy events
[48]. While by itself not a strong statistical deviation,
the coincidence in energy with the GC signal inclines us
to test for alternative possibilities and whether some of
these photons come from unassociated point sources that
are DM subhalos.
The number of photons that we receive from a single

subhalo with luminosity L $
!

#2subdV and line of sight
(los) distance $ from us, for channel ch = %% or %Z is
given by:

N ch = N ch
!

%&Av&ch
2

L

m2
"

'expAexp

4"$2
, (5)

where m" = 129GeV is the DM particle mass, and
N ch

! = 1(2) for %Z (%%). 'exp and Aexp are the detec-
tor’s exposure time and e!ective area for photon’s en-
ergy of 129 GeV, respectively. In this work, we use
for the averaged Fermi-LAT exposure after " 4 years
'exp #Aexp = 1.22# 1011 cm2s. For this section, we con-
sider two values of annihilation rates: %&v&!! = %&v&Z! =
0.98# 10"27 cm3 s"1, a value derived assuming our de-
fault smooth component DM density profile (no DD) and
fitting the monochromatic signal in the region | l |< 5! &
| b |< 5! [19]; and %&v&!! = %&v&Z! = 3# 10"28 cm3 s"1,
which fits better the whole sky region (see section IV).
To quantify the possible impact of substructures in the

line photons on the sky we ask the following questions:
A) How many subhalos give 2 or more photons in to the
2 %-ray lines?
B) How many photons (in the two lines energies) do we
get from all the subhalos that give a more than 0.1 pho-
tons?
The di!erence between the number of photons from the
entire subhalo population received and the answer to
question (B) is a proxy for the di!use gamma-ray flux
to the two lines from DM substructures gravitationally
bound in the main DM halo. We will refer to these pho-
tons as ”DM substructure di!use”.
In Table I we consider first the single subhalo sample

from the VLII simulation [45] (no extrapolation below the
mass resolution at this level) and compute answers to the
questions formulated above, averaging over results ob-
tained for 100 random choices for the position of the ob-
server, all at fixed Galactocentric distance R# = 8.5 kpc
(the average is performed to wipe out fluctuations in-

Calculate the number of line photons 
per subhalo for the given period of 
observation:

dn/dM ∝ M−α
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Only for the most optimistic cases of simulation assumptions do we get 
that DM substructures in the MW can account for the line signal at 
unknown detected point sources. Yet once extrapolating to smaller mass 
scales contradiction to existing measurements. We should have detected 
a line also at high latitudes. 

The only way out suppression by at least a factor of 3 for the DM 
annihilation cross-section, OR suppression of DMA at smaller scales 
(particle physics side or by suppressing their population).
The suppression of DMA at the outer part of the Galaxy is derived both 
from template analysis/ flux analysis/ spectral analysis.  

6

Index ”a” mcut (M!) biased anti-biased

2.0 1.0!10"6 96 87
2.0 1.0 20.8 20.4
1.9 1.0!10"6 16.3 10.2
1.9 1.0!103 5.46 3.90
1.9 2.0!104 4.02 2.99

TABLE II: Number of 111 and 129 GeV lines photons con-
tributing to the DM subhalo di!use lines component, for vari-
ous choices of subhalo distributions, using cross section which
fits GC (using cross section which fits whole sky instead, will
scale all values by a factor of " 3/9.8 = 0.3). We show re-
sults for di!erent subhalo mass function spectral index a and
lower mass cut-o! mcut, and for biased and anti-biased distri-
butions.

129 GeV !-rays component, which though decreases the
isotropic component photons down to !190-230.
While for the anti-biased distribution we find more

events from fewer sources than the biased distribution,
since the subhalo concentration has a sharper dependence
on Galactocentric radius with higher luminous subhalos
closer to the GC, here the trend is reversed when sum-
ming over the whole population of dim sources.

IV. DIFFUSE !-RAY LINES EMISSION FROM
DARK MATTER ANNIHILATION

As discussed in II the !-ray lines centered at 111 and
129 GeV that are observed in the sky originate from com-
bination of sources. We mask out the contribution from
the 16 point sources detected at [23] with one photon at
energies between 100-140 GeV. We also mask out the ex-
tended sources (galaxy clusters) where a similar excess
of 100-140 GeV !-rays has been observed [22]. We use
a mask of 0.5! in radius for each of the 16 the point
sources of [23] and a 4! radius mask for the targets of
[22]. The remaining contribution to the 111 and the
129 GeV lines may come from the di!use !-rays emis-
sion due to DM annihilations in the main halo and its
dark disk, from background !-rays produced in the Milky
Way, from DM annihilation at small scale substructures
in the Milky Way (that we have not yet identified as
point sources) and from other isotropically distributed
extragalactic astrophysical sources. DM annihilation in
extragalactic structures and CR contamination will give
an additional isotropic component. In Fig. 2 we show
the 4" sky after implementing our mask on the 16 point
sources and the 6 extended ones.
The DM annihilation rate in any part of the Galaxy is

given by:

"ann =
1

2m2
!
"#ann | v |# (6)

$
!

$2sph + $2DD + 2$sph · $DD + $2sub
"

,

with "#ann|v|# the annihilation cross-section taken to be
the same for both the DM particles in the dark disk,

FIG. 2: !-ray events (ULTRACLEAN class) with energy of
111±5 and 129±6 GeV after 4 yrs of collection by Fermi-LAT.
We mask out the 16 point sources of [23] and the 6 extended
sources of [22] (see text for more details). We present !-ray
events in Mollweide projection using HEALPix [49].

the spherical halo and the substructures. For the case of
Sommerfeld enhancement these cross-sections are in gen-
eral di!erent, because of the dependence of the annihila-
tion cross-section to the velocity dispersion of dark mat-
ter [50–53] and the fact that for the DM particles in the
DD the dispersion is suppressed by a factor of 5-6 com-
pared to that in the spherical halo components [39]; with
subhalos having even lower velocity dispersions. Thus for
Sommerfeld enhanced models the dark disk contribution
to CRs and !-rays can be much more significant [54] (see
also [55] for a discussion on the impact of subhalos).
In fitting to the 2 !-ray line full sky data we probe the

prompt !-ray DM annihilation component of the spec-
trum which is directly related to the annihilation rate in
eq. 6.
We use the masked full sky data with energies 111± 5

GeV and 129±6 GeV. We perform a maximum likelihood
fit calculating the log-likelihood based on [56]:

lnL =
#

i

ki lnµi % µi % ln(ki!), (7)

where µi is the model of linear combination of templates
at pixel i, and k is the map of observed counts which is
just the single 111±5 GeV and 129±6 GeV !-ray Fermi
masked map. Our di!use !-ray model is composed of 6
templates with 4 free parameters:

µi = N · Backi +A · [(2% %)2 · SphDMi (8)

+ %2 ·DarkDiski + %(2 % %) ·MixedDMi

+ SubDMi] +B · Isoi.

The Backi template comes from our DRAGON run and
is kept fixed modulo a normalization N for a specific
set of assumptions on the ISM and ISRF, the SphDMi

refers to the term in eq. 6 that is proportional to $2sph.
The DarkDiski template refers to the term in eq. 6 pro-
portional to $2DD and the MixedDMi template to the
2$sph · $DD term. The contribution of dim Galactic DM
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• Study on the spectrum in the inner part of the Galaxy where the line has 
been detected suggest a suppressed cross-section to the associated continuum 
by O(1000) compared to the expected... In general for annihilating DM in the 
galaxy limits are stronger from the inner few degrees but suffer also from 
strong extrapolations on the main DM halo and form background assumptions 
at high energies (small statistics of high E gammas)

• Robust constraints can come from regions off the galactic disk where 
backgrounds are under better control (typically larger windows). Even after 
taking these into account line is still too bright compared to a non-detected 
associated continuum emission.

• at high latitudes: extragalactic DM annihilation at high redshifts OR  
considering the case of annihilating DM from the main halo (without/or 
including substructure). Leads to suppression of the annihilation rate to the 
line. Derived from both morphologic and spectral arguments

• Limits can also come from CRs (tightest for generic hadronic channels come 
from antiprotons but possibly in the future from anti-deuterons, also CMB 
power spectra, relic density calculations (for Sommerfeld enhanced models).  

Filling in the picture: Constraints on the line DM annihilation 
from gamma-ray spectrum and morphology
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Conclusions

• There is a garden variety of possible signals from DM 
annihilation or decay even just in the gamma-rays(not 
including other indirect detection probes or direct or collider)

• For leptonic channels Fermi gamma-ray data above the disk 
are optimal to derive limits

• Compelling evidence towards the 130 GeV line

• The derived limits on the associated continuum spectrum to 
the 130 GeV line (2 lines at 111 and 129 GeV) have strong 
constraining power on the particle physics origin of the line 

• Further steps: from simulation side understand better the 
global distribution of DM substructure (dark disk and 
subhalos).

• Also understand possible systematic issues with the energy 
resolution and in observing new point sources.     
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Thank you
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